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Abstract 
This paper is a survey of the techniques used to take into account the influence of situation in Natural Language 
(NL) systems. A model of the influence of situation on language use will provide a coherent interaction between a 
program and its users. We propose a classification in three types of the characteristics of situation according to the 
way they affect language use : linguistic, semantic and pragmatic, and we study the different techniques developed 
for each of them. We also contrast these techniques to linguistic theories dealing with the issue. 
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1. Introduction: The Need to Take Situation into Account in a Natural Language System 
The way situation affects language use is an important issue in linguistic research. Very litlie work in natural 
language processing (NLP) has been aimed at a general model of situation influence on language use. However. 
existing programs have met the issue and have taken situation into account in some ways in their description of 
natural language. A model of the influence of situation on language use will provide a coherent interaction between 
a program and its users. This paper is a survey of the techniques which have been developed to make natural 
language systems situation sensitive and to make interaction with them more coherent. 
"Situation" refers to the set of all conditions affecting language use in an interaction. We consider it as a more 
general term than "context," that will be restricted here to denote the linguistic surroundings of an utterance (also 
called co-text). The following examples illustrate aspects of situation influence on language use. 
(1) He wrote this program. He is not very smart. 
(2) He wro~e this program, but he is not very smart. 
What is the meaning of the proposition "He wrote lhis program"? AI researchers at ftrst would auempt to 
describe this meaning as: 
(3) program(P) & write(X,P). 
But then, in" (1). the writing of the program in question seems to be Lhe proof of its auLhor's limited intellectual 
faculties. whereas in (2). the same proposition could lead to the conclusion that the program is a complex piece of 
code. and that being able to compose such a work is a respectable achievement. Thus the representation (3) docs not 
fully explain the "meaning" of the proposition since in (1) and (2). the juxtaposition of the two propositions 
generates additional meaning. 
Sometimes. additional meaning comes from other sources Lhan the textual surroundings of a proposition: 
(4) I'll go to school tomorrow with Ron. 
(5) He wanted to come to the party, but he lost the keys to his car. 
(6) He then discovered the spaceship. The machine was a roaring, 
impressive, symbol of the Luxemburgese technology. 
To interpret (4). one needs to know when it was said and who was speaking in order to correctly instantiate the 
values of "I" and "Tomorrow." In addition. a complete interpretation requires knowing what school the locutor 
attends, and knowing hislher acquaintances to determine what "schoo'" refers to and who "Ron" is. 
Similarly. to interpret (5). world knowledge is necessary to understand that a car is generally used to move from 
place to place and that a car needs keys to be operated. In (6), world knowledge is again necessary in order to 
understand that' 'machine" refers to "spaceship" and that a spaceship is a complex technological machine. 
The interpretation of these sentences shows that Lhe meaning of language depends on the physical situation of 
its usc. To interpret pronouns, proper names or deictics one needs to refer to the physical circumstances surrounding 
an act of uLlerance and to use additional domain knowledge. 
Knowledge about who is speaking to whom and for what purpose is also relevant to understanding sentences. 
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such as: 
(6) Come here 
(7) Could you please come ? 
(8) You will go to Paris tomorrow. 
(6) and (7) roughly convey the same information and roughly achieve the same effect However, (6) would be 
much more imprudent than (7) from an employee to his/her boss. The relationships between the locUlors of (6) and 
(7) determine two completely different linguistic realizations of the same act. Similarly, knowing the relationships 
between the speaker of (8) and its hearer would help determine whether (8) is a promise, a threat or an assertion. 
In this paper. I survey how the problem of situation and its influence on language use has been addressed in 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) research. In the next section. I propose an a priori distinction between three types of 
situations : linguistic (the textual surroundings). semantic (the physical circumstances), and pragmatic (the 
relations between the locutors). In the three following sections. I review typical works. techniques and concepts used 
in AI to deal with each type of situation. Finally, section 6 presents concepts developed in theoreticailinguistics 
that highlight some of the limitations of current AI approaches. Several notions proposed by ethnolinguists and 
sociolinguists are very useful for studying certain aspects of situation in a disciplined manner. 
The major thesis defended throughout the paper is that, in order to be able to deal with the full complexity of 
meaning, Natural Language Processing (NLP) must address the whole process of communication and study 
language use within practical human interactions, as opposed to an abstract study at the sentence level. In particular. 
certain phenomena which seem hard to explain with a purely linguistic analysis, become easier to capture if more 
attention is paid to the situation. We put particular emphasis on one aspect of situation that is often neglected - the 
pragmatic situation - and claim that it could explain a number of hard problems in NLP if it were more extensively 
used. 
2. The Concept of Situation: a Classification 
In this section, a flrst approach to the concept of situation as currently used in AI research is presented. An a 
priori distinction between three kinds of situations is proposed. based on Morris' deflnition of syntactic, semantic 
and pragmatic levels. These three perspectives are used here as classifying categories applied to the notion of 
situation. and allow one to discern between the multiple and heterogeneous parameters involved in the study and 
delimitation of this notion. 
2.1. The Concept of Situation: a First Classification 
Morris' distinction of syntax, semantics and pragmatics has been one of the single most important 
methodological contributions to the way linguistics is currently shaped [Morris 71]. These three levels of analysis 
correspond to distinct complementary perspectives on the same complex object - the language use in context. The 
same general approach can be applied to help clarify the notion of situation . 
• Syntax: answers the question "How are words combined - what are the constraints on this 
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combination?" The key word at this level is grammaticaIity. From this perspective, situation can be 
described as the linguistic context. The management of linguistic context has as a goal to achieve 
textual cohesion. It relies on the study of how basic linguistic units (propositions or sentences) are 
related to each other, and cohere to realize a structure like a text. 
• Semantics: answers the question "How are utterances related to the world?" The key words in this 
perspective are reference or denotation. For a logician's point of view, it is the study of what is true 
or false. We shall say that the extra-linguistic situation is constituted by all the elements that can 
affect the truth value of a sentence, all that is referred to by words . 
• Pragmatics: answers the question "Who is talking to whom, to which aim, and in which manner?" 
This perspective focuses primarily on the usage of language and its function. The key word is now 
appropriateness similar to the notion of grmnmaticality for well-formed sentences. Research here is 
primarily concerned with the link between language and its users. This approach applied to the notion 
of situation defines the social or interpersonal context. We shall refer to it as the pragmatic situation: 
its study is concerned with the analysis of speaker/hearer characteristics and intentions. the influence of 
social factors on the language used, and the linguistic devices allowing speakers to make their 
contributions as appropriate as possible. 
2.2. Problems with the Classification 
The three levels of classification presented correspond to different perspectives, motivations and goals in the 
study of language. But these three levels of analysis must also be combined in a global theory. Recent arguments 
between linguists have shown that such an integration is not an easy problem: is there a sequential order between the 
three levels? Is it possible to study one level without any link to the others? Is it possible to build a theoretical 
machine composed of three isolated components activated successively? 
The distinction between syntax and semantics is a well known discussion inside AI. Purely syntactic parsers 
such as the one used in LUNAR [Woods and Kaplan 72], proouce a parse tree to be analyzed by a separate semantic 
analyzer. In contrast, in semantic grammars the parsing process consists in the unification of an actual text with 
semantic patterns without reference to the syntactic structure (LIFER [Hendrix 77]). Integrated parsers (IPP e.g. 
[Lebowitz 80]) or the use of cascaded ATNs ( [Woods 80)) where both syntactic and semantic analysis are achieved 
together merge features of both approaches. This evolution indicates that no clear boundary can practically be 
installed between syntactic and semantic processing. 
Similarly, the separation of semantics and pragmatics is questionable. For example. the truth value or the 
denotation of sentences containing words called indexicals (,here. now. you, I .. .'). is determined by the pragmatic 
situation. Other more difficult problems arise in trying to define more precisely the boundary beLween these two 
levels when studying verbs of attitude such as "believe. wanl. hale" [Barwise & Perry 83]. Linguists like 
[Anscombre & Ducrot 83] argue that the semantic description of words like "bUl. almosl. already" necessarily 
involves reference to the pragmatic situation. speaker's intentions and beliefs about the hearer. pointing the need for 
inlegrated pragmalics. Jameson's program, IMP, [Jmneson 83) also provides a "semantico-pragmatic" description 
of words like" un!orlunalely. by lhe way" based on a user description and his/her expectations. 
At our level of analysis, the smne general problem of organization faces this tentative classification of different 
aspects of the notion of situation. There is no reason to believe that the linguistic context can be studied or modeled 
in isolation from the semantic or pragmatic situation. It serves here only as a useful a priori distinction, without any 
------------------ .. _---
claim of theoretical validity. But we keep in mind that the interaction between the different levels is a problem, and 
try to inspect how the different techniques developed to deal with a certain level could be interfaced to other 
techniques dealing with other aspects of situation. 
3. Linguistic Situation: Text Organization and Textual Cohesion 
The notion of textual cohesion provides an explanatory framework for numerous empirical observations; the 
basic idea is that a text is a complex whole whose properties are more than those of a collection of isolated units. For 
example, the problem of 'organizing' a text is familiar to writers; it seems empirically verified that a strongly 
structured text is easier to read and understand [Cal fey & Curley 84}. Isolated linguistic units such as propositions 
or sentences often do not have a complete meaning; part of their meaning is determined by their textual surrounding, 
their linguistic context 
This section presents work done in AI related to the notion of textual cohesion that is concerned with the task of 
handling the linguistic context Most of this presentation will be devoted to describe the linguistic theoretical 
framework of this AI research, as it appears to be have strongly influenced this field. 
Two approaches exist to the study of text coherence: global and local. Top-down global analyses of coherence 
focus on the text and try to determine its structure. Such methods find their roots in the venerable field of rhetoric. 
which is the object of a current resurgence of interest. A second approach consists of locating the features of more 
basic linguistic units that relate them to other units. Such bottom-up (local) approaches are mainly founded on the 
work of the functionalist schools of linguistics. These two approaches are obviously not exclusive since rhetoric has 
to account for how the overall structure of a text is recognized by readers/hearers and how a given rhetorical 
decision imposes constraints upon the writer/speaker to organize low-level units. Similarly. those who don't follow 
a theory of rhetoric agree that language is a resource to realize higher-level 'functions: and that low-level cohesive 
devices are tools to build such a higher level meaning. 
3.1. Tools for Cohering a Text: Global Models - Rhetorical schemas 
In AI. theories of text organization have mostly been developed in relation to research in text generation. In 
trying to generate text segments beyond the sentence limit, researchers have discovered that grammar rules alone are 
not sufficient to express what it means to be a "good," easy to read text. It appears that text-generation programs 
require a specification of some way to organize their output, and that if this organization is not realized according to 
certain rules humans are used to, the text generated turns out to be aWkward, inappropriate, even misleading. As 
pointed out in [Mann 84]: "people commonly rccognize that well-written text is organized and that it succeeds 
partly by exhibiting its organization to the reader." 
Because of these common expectations from readers, a text needs to follow certain rules of organization in 
order to be well understood First approaches in that direction have tried to describe "text-grammars" [Van Dijk 
77] or story-grammars [Rumelhart 75}. But the nature of the rules involved in the process of text-organization is 
seemingly different than the nature of grammatical rules: nothing can prove that a given organization is rigidly 
nccessary under certain circumstances. On the contrary. as noticed by McKeown, "many experienced and talented 
--tl • 
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writers purposely break norms in order to achieve a striking literary effect" [McKeown 85] 1. 
Thus, organizational patterns can be considered as resources available to the communicant to achieve certain 
communicative functions instead of normative rules constraining his/her potential expressive ability. This is the 
option followed by McKeown in her implementation of the TEXT system [McKeown 85], and by Mann, as the basis 
of his Rhetorical Structure Theory [Mann 84] (see also [Hobbs 78J; [Cohen 83]). 
3.1.1. Schemas and Discourse Organization in TEXT 
The TEXT system [McKeown 85] is an interface to a data-base which is capable of generating paragraph-long 
answers to user queries. The range of questions supported by the system include queries for description of entities 
contained in the data-base, comparison between different entities, and explanation of the structure of the data-base. 
In order to handle these different types of questions, McKeown has developed a set of "rhetorical schemas." These 
schemas are used to guide the text-generation system in determining the content and the form of an answer. 
Different schemas exist related to the different types of questions. The choice of a schema thus appears as one of 
the linguistic devices available to the system to convey a certain kind of information. 
Previous work in linguistics has studied the different organizations a text can follow [Shepherd 26, Levin 78]. 
The work of McKeown has consisted in making "high·level" advice on how to compose a text operational for a 
computer program. In the domain studied, the schemas developed for the TEXT system were: 
• Identification· requests for definitions 
• Attributive - requests about available information 
• Constituency - requests for definitions - requests for available information 
• Compare and contrast - requests about the differences between objects 
We note here that each schema has a well defined function, a communicative purpose, and corresponds to a 
certain category of request 
The building units of the schemas are called rhetorical predicates. A rhetorical predicate correspond to a basic 
communicative function (like "illustration" or "comparison"). and is realized by a single linguistic unit 
(proposition or sentence). Schemas indicate how rhetorical predicates can be composed together to form a 
paragraph. 
3.1.2. Text Organization in RST 
In the same direction, Mann [Mann 84] is currently working on a general theory of text organization, which he 
calls Rhetorical Structure Theory (RSn. His aim is to build a descriptive theory that reliably accounts for the 
diversity of naturally occurring texts. Mann also uses schemas to describe the overall organization of a text. Euch 
schema is formed of spans. A schema is constituted of nuclear and satellite spans. Satellites are linked to their 
lIt is important 10 note that this assemon does not imply that there exislS one norm, literature being defined as a departure irom this neutral 
(hypothetical) form. Rather. it means that text organil..1uon is governed by mulllpic conventions. The same may be true atlhe sentence level 
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nucleus by semantic relations such as enablement, motivation,justification etc. This set of relations is thus similar to 
McKeown's use of rhetorical predicates but Mann doesn't posit that text spans by themselves realize a 
communicative function. Rather their actual function is determined by their relation to other units. In this 
structuralist perspective, the rhetorical function is realized by the pattern of organization of the text. One advantage 
of this approach is that the schemas are scale insensitive: the same schema, in theory, can account for the overall 
organization of a book or for the organization of a single sentence. 
Mann's Rhetorical Schemas 
• The ThesislAnJjthesis schema: (1) But I don't think 
endorsing a specific nuclear freeze proposal is 
appropriate for CCC (California Common Cause) (2) 
We should limit our involvement in defense and 
weaponry to matters of process, such as exposing the 






• The Inform schema: (1) Rather, I think we will be 
stronger and more effective, (2) if we stick to those 
issues of goverrunental suucrure and process, broadly 
defIned, that have been the core of our age,nda for years. 
(3) Open goverrunent, campaign finance reform. and 
fighting the influence of special interests and big 
money, these are our kind of issues. 
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Figure 3·1: Example of a Rhetorical schemas defmed in Mann's RST 
Figure 3-1 illustrates the use of the RST formalism. Each span corresponds to a proposition in a text (refered to 
by numbers). Spans are related by semantic relations to the nucleus of the schemas. Because schemas can be 
composed (a satellite can be a complete schema), the representation can be used for large segments of text 
Mann locates his on-going effort in "a more general theory of action, one which recognizes means and ends" 
( [Mann 84]), and describes the rhetorical schemas as particular means associated to particular ends. For example, 
the Request schema is associated with the intention to induce action by the hearer. 
3.1.3. Problems with the Schemas 
Two problems associated with both of these approaches need to be answered by further development of the 
theory for schemas to become operational in both generation and text understanding. First, there is as of now, very 
litLie work done on how to relate these rhetorical patterns to surface linguistic units. The analyst must still rely on 
his/her own judgment to assign a given function to a text span. As it appears now. this work must be very intuitive. 
as there is no explanation given on how the structure of the text is recognized. The scientific status of the categories 
used as semantic relations between spans or as rhetorical predicates remains therefore questionable. 
Second and overall, rhetorical theories are a too exclusively top-down approach to the analysis of text-cohesion. 
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When one knows the overall structure of a text segment, it is possible to identify the rhetorical functions of its 
constituents, but there is little said as of now, on how to detect the status of a unit from purely linguistic clues. This 
limitation is best explained by the orientation of this research; the future of the RST for example, is to be a 
"constructive theory" for use in text-generation. If it were also intended to be a theory of text interpretation, then 
formal rigorous methods would have been necessary to determine the rhetorical function of linguistic segments. But 
for text generation, there is no necessity to design a theory with any kind of "recognition" device or interpretive 
mechanism. This limitation is also related to the second difficulty with these rhetoric theories. 
It is necessary to view the study of rhetoric as part of a more general theory of action since overall, rhetoric is 
part of a theory of communication and action. This interpersonal aspect of rhetoric is mis-perceived, since by its 
historical tradition, Rhetoric has become mostly normative. and has propagated the illusion that there exists one 
"good way" of writing, one "good style." This tradition has often hidden that a text is as much a "piece of 
communication" as are speech or body gestures. A text is produced in certain conditions and addressed to a certain 
public. Therefore, it is most probable that the rhetorical aspects of a text are determined by the conditions of its 
production. If rhetorical schemas are communicative tools, their form is likely shaped by their use. And this use is 
essentially interpersonal. 
All these remarks participate in the same argument: (1) the descriptive categories of a rheLOricaltheory cannot 
be only "semantic." (2) There is no "internal logic" to text organization. Rhetorical predicates and relations are 
not just textual. They are part of an interpersonal action - namely persuasion, argumemation, information etc. Thus. 
they have to acquire that interpersonal dimension. Paris' work is an interesting confumation of this objection [paris 
85]. She has demonstrated that the structure of descriptions are different given the level of expertise of the audience. 
When describing technical objects to experts vs. naive persons, people not only vary the level of precision of their 
descriptions, but overall, they change the structure of their descriptions - they use a different rhetorical schema. 
Such results clearly confirm that there is no such thing as "one logical way of describing," but several, sharply 
differem methods determined by the interpersonal conditions in which the descriptions were produced. 
In summary, the highly intuitive explanatory power of schemas and the good results obtained in integrating 
such high-level structures in text-generation programs confum the relevance of a kind of rhetorical theory in the 
realm of AI. Further developments of the theory, however. clearly indicate that the level of macro-textual cohesion 
is only a partial aspect of the general issue of coherence; particularly, the categories used in the description of a 
schema (i.e. for the example schema "inform," "elaboration," etc.) are not to be taken for granted, but rather 
should be related to a theory of interpersonal relations. 
3.2. Local Models of Cohesion 
Another approach in studying textual cohesion is more inductive in nature. Its aim is to account for "what can 
follow immediately at any given point" [Goldberg 83]. It consists in analysing how language as a system is used to 
reflcct (or realize in the functionalist terminology) unity of a text. It is thus more of a bOLLom-up method, and 
focuses on local aspects of the textual cohesion, the lexico-grammatical devices, or the semantic articulation of the 
language available to make a text a "coherent" whole. 
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This section flrst presems the linguistic background of the study of local models of cohesion. This includes the 
study of lexico-syntactic devices of cohesion as defined by [Halliday & Hasan 76]. and leads to the analysis of the 
semantic aniculation of text variously called theme/rheme, gh'eninew, or topic/comment. This notion is compared 
to the psychological notion of focus of attention as it is widely used in AI research. A survey of signiflcant works 
incorporating focusing mechanisms in discourse processing closes the section. 
3.2.1. Linguistic Cohesive Devices 
The functionalist linguistic tradition has developed the important nOlion that a text is the result of a series of 
choices or decisions. Each level of decision is said to be "realized" in Lhe next lower level - the process ending in 
the choice of lexical items. In this view, each known function of a text determines one of its linguistic aspects -
syntactic fonn, lexical item, etc. One of the important functions posited by the theory and described in [Halliday & 
Hasan 76] is the so-called textual function; its effect is to cohere a linguistic segment into a text, "to provide 
texture and organize discourse as relevant to the situation" (Kress introduction to [Halliday 76]). According to the 
general orientations of the theory, language as a system provides speakers with a set of devices allowing the 
realization of that function. 
• Reference 
1. pronominal 








d. general word 
2. collocation 
Linguistic Devices Creating Cohesion 











Figure 3·2: Lexica-grammatical Cohesive Devices from [Hasan 84, p.185] 
Figure 3-2 gives examples of the linguistic cohesive devices that are available in English. Hasan gives the 
signiflcance of these elements: "Each of the devices entered in [figure 3-2] is a potential cohesive device; it 
represents a resource for the creation of cohesion. Cohesion is actually created through the use of a member of any 
one of these categories, a semantic bond is created between this member and some Olher element in the textual 
environment" [Hasan 84]. These devices create essentially nonstructural relations as opposed to the schemas 
reviewed in section 3.1. 
The notion of cohesion is not widely used in AI. For text understanding, problems exist with the deflnition of 
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lexical cohesion which could produce the most interesting results: collocation is so wide a concept that it is not 
operational2. [Hasan 84] proposes alternative more workable concepts, but the notion of lexical cohesion remains 
difficult to handle for text understanding. In contrast, the notion of cohesion could be very helpful in text production 
(see [Granville 83]). 
3.2.2. The ThemelRheme Articulation 
A direct analysis of the semantic articulation of a text leads to the important distinction of theme/rheme, 
topidcomment or gh'enJnew. There is no real agreement on a precise definition of these terms and each has a 
slightly different meaning. For this presentation, I will restrict myself to the notion of theme/rheme as underslOOd 
by the Prague School [Firbas 66, Sgall 74, Sgall, Hajicova & Benesova 731. 
According to the Prague School theory, the theme of a sentence is its "contextually bound part;" that is to say, 
the set of items already made explicit by the context of the sentence. The theory states that the theme of the sentence 
is always distinguished from the "contextually non-bound part, " that is, its rheme [Sgall 74]. Among the semantic 
cases of a sentence, the theme is the one that can be considered as answering a potential preceding question. For 
example, the sentence: 
(l-a) Jack was here yesterday 
can be considered as an answer to the question: 
(l-b) When was Jack here? 
in this case, the theme of the sentence is "yesterday"3. 
The problem associated with this definition is that it does not provide formal means to recognize the theme of a 
sentence. If intonation were available. it would give a precise indication on the location of the theme (almost always 
associated with the stress). But in written text one has to rely on other kinds of information. The order of the words 
in the sentence is at the basis of the theme/rheme strategy as defined by the Prague school. They state that sentences 
generally start with the theme (known or recoverable from the context). and then introduce the rheme, that is, 
information not derivable from previous discourse or not assumed [() be shared by the audience. Thus for example, 
in: 
(2) Jack was in Paris yesterday 
the rheme is more probably "yesterday," whereas in: 
(3) Yesterday, Jack was in Paris 
the rheme might rather be "in Paris." 
In an active sentence the order of constituents is generally "subject verb complement." One way to signal the 
~ghly, there is a collocation between two words if their meaning "have something in common," as between "sea" and "boat," "sailor" 
and " fISh" etc. .. 
3"lIere" CJlll also be an answer to "Where was Jack?" this points out that a sentence in isolation does not have a determined theme. 
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theme/rheme articulation in the surface form is to change this unmarked order by using a syntactic construction like 
passivation. there-insertion or it-extraposition. This marked order allows one to put the theme towards the 
beginning of the sentence [Halliday 76]. 
Research is currently under way to devise formal means to identify the theme in a sentence. An important factor 
is that the theme is related to the context. and is not totally determined by syntactic form. For instance. example (3) 
can also be considered as an answer to: 
(4) Who was here yesterday? 
and then the theme of the sentence would be "Jack." Contextual information can even override the syntactic clues: 
[Ducrot & Todorov 72] give an example where the indication given by the it-extraposition rule is contradicted by 
the context In "it is Jack who came flrst" the theme indicated by the it-extraposition rule is "Jac1c." But in a 
context of sentences describing Jack's activities. the preceding question is more likely "what did Jack do?" than 
"who came?" (for example in "It is Jack who came first. it is Jack who spoke. and it is he again who concluded. ") 
The opposition theme/rheme only appears in the context of a segment of several sentences. Thus the linguistic 
context is necessary to determine the theme/rheme of its parts; furthermore. rules can be devised indicating how the 
activated items of a segment (the rheme) may be connected to other items to build the new theme of subsequent 
units. The themes and rhemes of the parts (propositions) are combined to predict and determine tlle tlleme of larger 
segments4• 
But behind this difflculty of formalization. it remains clear that the tlleme/rheme distinction has an effect on the 
linguistic surface structure of sentences considered alone and on their combination into texts. 
3.2.3. Focus of Attention 
In the view presented so far. the structure theme/rheme is a property of the sentence. It is a purely linguistic 
phenomenon. Work in AI has been using more generally the notion of focus of attention to study a set of 
phenomena roughly equivalent to the one accounted for by the notion of theme. The notion of focus is derived from 
the field of psychology; it refers to a conscient activity of a speaker or listener engaged in a conversation. As its 
name indicates. the focus is the information on which a speaker or a listener is currently centering hiS/her attention, 
the set of semantic items somehow "activated" in the consciousness or memory of a locutor. When speaking. 
locutors will generally present the information under focus as the theme of the sentences they produce. 
Several computational models have been proposed based on the notion of focus. Earlier models were 
concerned with interpreWion of texts. In this perspective. Grosz's distinction between immediate and global focus is 
particularly imIX>rtant [Grosz 77]. Sidner built on this distinction. and introduced the notion of thematic 
development between immediate foci in a computational model [Sidner 79]; she devised algorithms to determine 
when to maintain or to shift immediate focus. McKeown later used these principles in tlle framework of her 
text-generation research [McKeown 85], using the notion of focus development in association with her rhetorical 
~is aspect of semantic composition is swdied ~r st by the SlIUcturu semantics of [Greimas 66J • and leads to the notion of Isotopy. llcn: 
the clues to predict the isowpy of • text are mon: centered on the wortls used (called lexems) and their semantic decomposition into scmes. lbu 
approach does not use any kind of synLlctic infonnation. 
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schemas (cf section 3.1). 
3.2.4. Grosz's model of Focus Space 
Grosz used the notion of focus of auention to help in dealing with the interpretation of definite descriptions. She 
founded her theory on an extensive analysis of transcripts of conversations between two people, an expert and a 
novice. cooperating to complete a task (assembling a toy water pump). This analysis has demonstrated the 
importance of correctly interpreting definite descriptions as in the following example: 
(l) Do you see the two screws? 
(2) Which screws, I see 4 of them. 
(3) The ones on the left of the wheel. 
The problem of determining what is referred to by defmite noun phrases like "two screws" is difficult even for 
the locutors involved in the discussion as demonstrated by this kind of clarification dialogue. Grosz hypothesized 
that people are actually focusing on a set of entities when trying to achieve a given task and that the way they use 
language reflects this focusing. This led to the definition of the global focus as the set of entities currently under 
focus and thus susceptible of being referred to by a definite NP. The particular entity being spoken about in the 
current utterance is called the immediate focus. Focusing can be described in this model as the operation of 
narrowing a Set of entities to one of its subsets, such as moving from one focus space to another, more restricted 
one. Furthermore, certain linguistic clues are regularly used to signal a shift of focus, indicating the linguistic 
relevance of such a concept Using that model of focus, Grosz discovered that in the corpus of conversations she 
studied the structure of the dialogues follows the structure of the task people are currently working on; that is. the 
order of appearance of foci in the linguistic surface can be predicted by an analysis of the task, or the structure of 
entities being discussed. For example, when the topic of the current discussion is to mount a wheel on a car. the 
focusing mechanism will highlight the operation of choosing an adequate screw, and putting it on the wheel. etc. 
which are the subtasks necessary to achieve the task under current focus. 
Grosz implemented a computer system incorporating focusing mechanisms to hclp understanding task-oriented 
dialogues. She chose to represent the task domain as a semantic network, and the focus as a partition of that network 
[Hendrix 75 on network partitioning]. Focusing on a node of the network actually brings its child nodes under 
implicit focus. This mechanism elegantly models the phenomenon studied. In this work, however, the link 
bctwccn the focusing mechanism and the linguistic surface has not been extensively studied. The emphasis has been 
rather put on the global organization of the focus over a whole dialogue. 
The main result of this approach, besides the distinction between global and immediate focus. has been to state 
that there exists a mapping between the semantic situation and the linguistic context (in other words, that the 
structure of the dialogue follows the structure of the domain) in the task domain. The consequence of this 
assumption is to give a primordial importance to the semantic situation, and to remove any specificity to the 
linguistic context This assumption has also been held by [Litman & Allen 84] in another domain. 
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3.2.5. Sidner's Analysis of Immediate Focus 
Developing the focus model introduced by Grosz, Sidner worked on immediate focus. In her research she 
investigated the link between focusing and surface linguistic phenomena - in particular the use of pronouns [Sidner 
79]. Her theory is that tracking the evolution of immediate focus over a sequence of propositions can help 
disambiguate the use of an anaphorical expression: past immediate foci are plausible candidates for the role of 
referent, and therefore, keeping a trace of the focus evolution can reduce the search for a valid antecedent. For 
example, in the following sequence of utterances, the focus shifts from the person being described to her eyes and 
back: 
(1) Jane and Janet are beautiful 
(2) They have such beautiful eyes 
(3) They are black and deep 
(4) They seem to always be asleep 
Keeping track of the structure of this evolution enables correct interpretration of the pronouns involved: the 
referent of "they" in (4) is checked against the "eyes" fIrst, which are currently in focus, and then against "lane 
and Janet," which was previously under focus. 
Sidner specifIed algorithms to track immediate focus over several sentences. The algorithms determined 
whether the immediate focus of a sentence shifts to a new focus, or is maintained. In the proposed model, the 
linguistic context (for a sentence) is represented by the three following data-structures: 
1. a list of potential foci 
2. the current focus 
3. a stack of past foci 
Given these three data structures, the algorithm decides whether the focus remains the same, shifts back to a 
previous focus, or shifts to a new focus (from the list of potential foci). This algorithm intertwines tracking of focus 
and interpretation of focus. 
The model proposed is descriptive, in that it does not help predicting a shift of focus, nor explaining why a 
speaker actually chose one option rather than another (keep the same focus rather than shift for example but see 
[Grosz, Joshi & Weinstein 83] on centering). Such an explanatory framework would be necessary to extend the 
model, or to merge the information given on that particular function with other linguistic features of discourse, such 
as the use of personal pronouns, titles and different form of address. But as it is, the model provides valuable 
linguistic information. grounded on a plausible psychological theory and modeled by a solid computational method. 
3.2.6. McKeown's Study of Focusing for Generation 
McKeown used the notion of immediate focus in her program TEXT (see section 3.1 for a general 
presentation). The use of focus in the perspective of text generation introduced interesting new methods. Here, 
immediate focus is used as a local constraint helping to decide what to say next in the context of a rhetorical schema. 
It is mainly conceived as a constraint on the transition from one proposition to the following. The algorithm used in 
the TEXT system is such that when the constraints generated by the current rhetorical schema leave the possibility 
for more than one proposition to be activated and included in the generated text, focus constraints are checked to 
hclp narrow the set of possible successors. McKcown proposed a scale, ordering the different options offered to a 
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speaker at any given point: (1) shift focus to a topic mentioned in previous discourse as a potential focus. (2) 
maintain focus. (3) return to topic of previous discourse. (4) select the proposition with the greatest number of 
implicit links with the current potential focus list. Thus. focus plays the role of a local constraint on the discourse. 
which is used to help order propositions within a text. 
The Use of Focus Constraints on the Order of Propositions 
(1) John is working at ZZC. Focus=John: Potential=ZZC 
(2) ZZC is a large California-based software company. Focus=ZZC 
(3) John is also a very good cook. Focus=John 
(1) John is working at ZZC. Focus=John: Potential=ZZC 
(3) John is also a very good cook. Focus=John 
(2) ZZC is a large California-based software company. Focus=ZZC 
In this example. the flrst order 1-2-3 is much more coherent than the 
second 1-3-2: It is beuer to shift to potential focus ZZC as soon as 
it is mentioned than to maintain focus. (John-ZZC-John better than 
John-John-ZZC). 
Figure 3·3: Focus Used as a Constraint on Proposition Ordering in the TEXT System 
Figure 3-3 shows how rules (1) and (3) allow the system to choose between the two orderings of propositions. 
Shifting to potential focus as in (1-2 John-ZZC) and then back to previous focus (2-3 ZZC-John) gives a more 
coherent paragraph than maintaining focus (1-3) and then introducing a new focus (3-2). 
Furthermore. McKeown proposed to use this focus information to determine what syntactic form to use. In her 
model. propositions are internally represented under a fonn similar to: predicate[argl •... ,argn], where each argument 
corresponds to a semantic case of the predicate. A unification grammar [Kay 79) translates this deep structure into a 
sentence. During this process, the focus information is used to choose, for example, between the passive and active 
forms: if the focus is on the AGENT case, then the active form is selected; if the focus is on the OBJECT case, then 
the passive is used. In both situations, the case under focus will appear as the surface subject of the generated 
sentence. Other syntactic forms are similarly selected using the focus information. 
[Danlos 84), arguing that no general rule of this kind can be valid, criticized this approach on two grounds: the 
use of focus to orda the propositions in the text is contradicted when there exist general semantic links (e.g .• 
temporal or causal) between the propositions. She gives the following example: 
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The 3 propositions to be ordered are: 
(1) Max was married to Marie 
(2) Max cheated on Marie 
(3) Marie committed suicide 
Both orders (2)-(3) and (3)-(2) are acceptable in isolation: 
Max cheated on Marie, she committed suicide. 
Marie committed suicide, Max cheated on her. 
But after (1), only (2)-(3) is acceptable: 
(4) Max was married to Marie. 
She committed suicide. He cheated on her. 
(S) Max was married to Marie. 
He cheated on her, she committed suicide. 
The second critique was about the use of focus to decide on syntactic form. For example. certain verbs cannot 
be constructed at the passive voice. Furthermore. the relation between the semantic cases and the surface syntactic 
roles is not always so direct: for verbs denoting a state. as in "I miss Max" the subject cannot be assimilated to the 
semantic case of AGENT. 
Both these objections indicate the incredible complexity of natural language. and overall the difficulty of 
isolating one linguistic function from the others. Although this shows that focusing mechanisms are not as general as 
one might wish. this does not demonstrate their invalidity. In the TEXT system. the rules of focus are only one part 
of the global process of question answering. It is assumed that the rhetorical schemas and syntactic information 
could override predictions based on focus analysis alone. The most productive altitude towards language seems to 
look for the diversity of functions that it can assume. and to try to articulate all of them in a coherent framework. 
The large body of knowledge and methods already based on the notion of focus establishes that something similar to 
focusing is prevalent in language use. The problem is to study how this mechanism interacts with other resources 
available to locutors. 
3.3. Summary 
The main points made in this section are: 
• It is useful to distinguish between local and global aspects of text coherence. 
• The main tools used in AI to account for global linguistic coherence are schemas. The notion of global 
focus also accounts for the global coherence of discourse. 
• Local cohesion can be studied as a linguistic or as a psychological phenomenon. As a linguistic 
phenomenon. two notions are useful: (1) cohesive devices and (2) the theme/rheme articulation. The 
notion of linguistic cohesive devices is not widely used in AI. The notion of focus is the psychological 
correlate of the theme/rheme articulation. It is widely used in AI both for understanding and generation. 
We have also noted some problems associated with current AI approaches to text coherence: 
• General rules using focus to describe or plan the structure of discourse. to order propositions in 
generating a parngraph. or to choose a syntactic form. cannot work in isolation. Information derived 
from focus mechanisms needs to be often overridden by other aspects of discourse (syntactic 
constraints, general semantic links between propositions. or pragmatic situation). 
• Rhetorical schemas are only "compiled textual routines." There is as now no formal way to recognize a 
schema. The status of rhetorical predicates (the components of the schemas) is therefore unclear (what 
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constitute the specificity of a predicate, what effect does it have on the linguistic surface form, how 
many predicates exist, how would it be possible to define a new predicate, what are the relations 
between predicates ... ) . 
• One way to clarify the status of both predicates and schemas would be to relate them to their 
interpersonal function in the framework of a communicative analysis. There is no "linguistic 
necessity" explaining discourse coherence, but constraints to insure communication efficiency. 
This last point is the most important conclusion. It does not imply that a theory of textual coherence must also 
be a theory of interpersonal relations, but rather that the links to such a theory have to be stated explicitly. Auempts 
to explain discourse structure by factors other than pragmatic (for example the structure of the task in the task 
domain) are bound to remain ad-hoc and limited. 
4. Links with the Extra-linguistic Situation 
This section surveys of techniques used in AI to investigate the influence of the extra-linguistic situation on 
language. The focus here is on the "semantic situation." The question at hand is . 'what has to be known about the 
world in order to carry out a conversation or understand a discourse ?" The problem is to determine how this 
information is to be structured so that it can be used effectively in the process of understanding or generating 
utterances. In conformity with the general perspective of this paper, we also investigate how the techniques and 
strategies developed to handle the semantic situation can be articulated with techniques dealing with other aspects of 
the situation (linguistic and pragmatic). 
It is not our purpose in this section to survey the semantic theories often underlying the systems we mention. 
Rather, we want to illustrate. through examples, how the semantic situation is represented and used in typical AI 
programs. In the first part, we present, through the example of Chamiak's program Ms. Malaprop, two problems that 
AI programs dealing with semantic situation must face: choice of a knowledge representation scheme and control of 
inference. Many solutions have been proposed to these problems (using frames, semantic nets, scripts, logical 
representations etc.). 
In the second part, I present one family of solutions that are particularly representative: the theory of memory 
organization packets (MOPs). This solution emphasizes the importance of memory in the treatment of semantic 
situation. We will try to demonstrate why this aspect makes MOPs illustrative of the solutions generally retained to 
deal with the problem in AI. 
The third part is a critique of certain aspects that AI solutions generally share. It argues for an integration of the 
treatment of semantic situation with pragmatic considerations, within the framework of an interpersonal 
communicative analysis. Finally, the last part of this section is a presentation of the still young theory of situation 
semantics which offers some interesting perspectives for the problem of treatment of semantic situation. 
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4.1. Ms. Malaprop: the Need for Inference 
Early programs in AI demonstrated that the interpretation of discourse involved large amounts of world 
knowledge. Charnia1c proposed methods to handle this aspect of language comprehension with a program called 
"Ms. Malaprop" [Chamia1c 77]. Ms. Malaprop was not supposed to understand English directly, the program was 
instead supposed to reason from an intermediate semantic representation of utterances. This simplification allowed 
demonstration of the importance of the knowledge representation used and of the inferential processes necessary. 
Ms. Malaprop demonstrates the existence of problems more than it solves them; therefore we will focus here more 
on the definition of these problems than on any particular technique which would help solving them. 
Ms. Malaprop was a program intended to answer questions about stories dealing with painting. lIS competence 
was based on an extensive representation of the processes involved in any painting episode: the purpo~ of paiming 
an object, what paint is, how it sticks to objects, what a brush is, why brushes are generally absorbent etc. When 
reading a story stating that an actor got a newspaper, Ms. Malaprop inferred from its knowledge of painting 
episodes that the paper was going to be used to protect the floor from the paint, and not to be read. This example 
illustrates the theory investigated by the program: understanding a story consists in fitting incoming information 
with pre-existing frames describing a situation. Further. this process of • 'matching" new information with pre-
existing knowledge requires the making of inferences: to match the information that an actor got some paper with 
the already kilown fact that people generally protect the surroundings before painting, one has to infer that paper can 
protect the floor. that before protecting the floor with something. one has to get this protection from somewhere, etc. 
The implementation of this theory is bound to face two serious problems: determining a good scheme to 
represent pre·existing and incoming information in a general, preferably domain-independent way, and how to 
control the process of inferencing. 
Charniak addressed the first problem by using a large base of ' 'frames" 5. In his representation, complex events 
like painting a chair were described as a succession of simpler events such as applying a brush on a surface, 
involving diverse "actors." "instruments" etc. When reading the story, the system "activates" certain frames that 
are mentioned in the text: these frames represent the context of the story (that is, the semantic situation). One very 
interesting aspect of this process is that it views understanding as a process of recognizing an a priori known 
situation rather than as trying to build a representation of the situation from the story alone. The fact that the input is 
already represented in the form of a frame hides a real difficulty of this approach: how to relate a frame to the 
language. Chamiak gives no indication that the gap between linguistic surface ("words") and internal semantic 
representation (frames) can ever be filled. But the idea that the incoming discourse does not "contain" all the 
information needed to understand it is of great importance. 
The second problem. that of controlling inferences, remains a major one: from given information and rules of 
inference, there are a tremendous number of possible paths of inference. The problem is that there are no criteria 
proposed in the theory stating when a conclusion is "interesting" and when it is not. Moreover, all the inferences do 
5 A frame is best described as a structured chunk of information. In the terminology introduced by [Minsky 751. a frame consists of several 
"slots," each slot has a name and a value. and all slots describe a panicular aspect of the data represented by the frame as a whole. For example. 
a f came representing a pe~on would have a slot describing their name, the color of their eyes etc. 
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not produce correct conclusions. In the example discussed above, it is possible that the painter got a paper just to 
read iL Actually, this problem is at the heart of the link between language and situation: to understand why the 
sentence "10 got some paper" is included in a story about painting, one has to know why certain aspects of a 
situation are explicitly described in a text, and why certain aspects remain unstated. This problem will be further 
discussed in the next section. 
In summary, the program described by Charniak demonstrates the need for inferential processes within a theory 
of text comprehension, and proposes a theory of frame-based knowledge as a representation of the semantic 
situation but does not propose a solution to the problem of control of inference. 
4.2. From Scripts and Plans to MOPS: the Importance of Memory 
4.2.1. Scripts 
Among the proposals for plausible models for organizing knowledge about situation, Scripts, Plans. Goals and 
Understanding ( [Schank and Abelson 77)) has been particularly influential. The main claim defended in this book 
was that "human text comprehension involves the use of high-level knowledge structures which serve to generate 
expectations about what is coming next" [Abelson 82, p.viii]. One of the structures they hypothesized was the 
script. A script is a "prepackaged chain of causal relations between events and states" [Schank and Riesbeck 81. 
p.6]. The classic example illustrating the notion is that of the "restaurant script:" when entering a restaurant, people 
correctly interpret what is going on in the establishment. role of the waiter is. the cashier, the patrons. how to get 
food served, when to pay, etc. The theory explains this kind of anticipation by stating the existence in memory of 
scripts describing the typical course of events associated with the notion of restaurant. Scripts actually provide the 
knowledge necessary to find the coherence of stories, even if the story does not contain descriptions of all the 
events. 
The ftrst direct implementation of the theory was the program SAM (Script Applier Mechanism) developed at 
Yale by Cullingford ( [Cullingford 78]). SAM was supposed to read and understand simple stories, and to answer 
questions about them in a second stage. In a way, SAM addresses the same problems as Ms. Malaprop: representing 
knowledge about a situation and providing knowledge necessary to perform the right inferences. But the 
psychological theory behind the program allows a more systematic approach to these issues. In SAM. three types of 
inferences were discovered to be necessary: causal chain complction, role instantiation and role merging. Causal 
chain completion denotes the process of understanding that intermediate events occurred when learning that two 
isolated states in a script are reached (like understanding that when "John left the restaurant" he first ate his meal 
and paid for it). Role instantiation is the ability to affect a scriptal role to a person mentioned in the text (like 
deducing that "John" is the waiter of the restaurant). and role merging that of recognizing that multiple references 
refer to the same role ftller. These three types of inferences are explained by the theory, and their effective use 
demonstrated that something similar to script knowledge may actually be used by humans when processing stories. 
But clear limitations of a purely "scripta!" approach to undcrstanding were also demonstrated: SAM as a text 
understander is not' 'robust." in that it is not able to deal with unprcdicted events. If an event occurs in the story that 
is not represented in the current script, the program is bound to fail. The SAM approach - relying exclusively on 
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memory to understand stories - appears rigid and domain-dependent. This aspect demonstrated the need for a more 
powerful management of memory in two ways: systems need to be designed with a huge memory. or must be able to 
learn and update their memory; second. "general" principles have to be designed to avoid the domain-dependence. 
One approach concerning this second point has been to study "planning" as a general principle allowing intelligent 
systems to deal with non-stereotypical situations [Wilensky 78]. Questions remain whether planning alone may be 
the only general principle needed to add flexibility to a system. But the main conclusion that can be learned from 
the SAM experiment is that scripta! knowledge alone is useful but not sufficient to account for understanding. and 
therefore has to be complemented by other sources of knowledge. 
4.2.2. MOPs and Dynamic Memory 
The development of SAM showed the need for organizing multiple scripts in memory so that they can be found 
and used when needed. The problem is deciding when a particular script is relevant to interpret what is happening in 
a text. The difficulty of searching memory and detecting the relevance of a particular script led Schank to develop a 
theory of memory. called "dynamic memory" [Schank 82]. This theory is of psychological nature. It aims to 
explain how high-level structures such as scripts are organized in human memory. in hierarchies representing 
situations of varying generality. To this end. it posits the existence of memory structures that Schank calls Memory 
Organization Packets (MOPs). MOPs are developed to store "information about how memory structures are 
ordinarily linked in frequently occurring combinations" [Schank 82. p 83]. The theory further describes structures 
called TOPs (for Thematic Organization Packets) which account for the analogical ability of human memory. TOPs 
store information about the indexation of lower-level structures in chains representing "related" events or scenes. 
The theory of dynamic memory is highly attractive in regard to the two problems mentioned about Ms. 
Malaprop. MOPs handle knowledge representation with a particular stress on generalization. The theory provides 
two ways to control inference: inferences of a certain type only can be drawn and memory structures can be used to 
control inference. IFP [Lebowitz 80] was one of the first implementations of the theory. IFP is a computer program 
designed to read and generalize from a large number of news stories. It has been used in the domain of international 
terrorism. In IFP. bottom-up inferences of a limited type are made during the parsing of the news story. For 
example. from the presence of certain types of words called Event-builders (e.g .. 'killed"). it is possible to activate 
an "Action Unit" (a memory structure representing an event. e.g. SSHOOn. Other boltom-up inferences are used 
to deal with NPs (e.g. "terrorist") and fill roles of the memory units activated. These inferences are controlled by 
higher-level memory structures (MOPs) which generate expectations in a lop-down manner. MOPs (e.g. S-
DESTRUCTIVE-ArrACK) once instantiated. predict which AUs can occur in the story. and explain their role in a 
larger framework. as results. causes or goals. The organization of memory and the mixing of bottom-up and 
top-down inferences allow a more flexible use of these limited inference methods than in previous systems, but the 
same overall problem of rigidity remains: how to be able to parse unpredicled events or events not fitting in 
memory. The approach of limiting the kind of possible inferences does not completely solve the problem of 
controlling inference. 
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4.2.3. Why MOPs are Representative: the Principle of Distinction 
Most work on structured knowledge representation techniques (frames. scripts, semantic networks. cf 
[Levesque & Brachman 83] for an overview) shares with MOPs the use in one form or another the property of 
inheritance. Philosophers (e.g. [prieto 75]) have refered to this property under the name of distinction: objects are 
only significant to the extent that they differ from a related prototype. This property explains that in memory, for 
example. different situations can be represented in a generalization hierarchy: a situation appears in the hierarchy 
only if it contains specific features that are not part of a higher level situation. Further, this situation is always 
meaningful when contrasted to another situation: when comparing a "restaurant situation" to a "school situation." 
just saying "school" or "restaurant" is enough. But to contrast a "Burger King" from a "McDonald" situation, 
more detail is required. 
In this perspective, work on knowledge representation is very similar to the classic strucLUralist approach to 
linguistics which states that objects arc not known by themselves, but only within a structure of similar and different 
objects [De Saussure 49. Prieto 75]. One extremely important consequence of this principle of distinction is that 
understanding cannot be considered as translating a message from one code to another. but necessitates the 
contrasting of two entities. Distinction presupposes a duality. Work on memory leading to methods as 
memory-based parsing [Riesbeck & Martin 85] can then be described as an application of the distinction principle 
between text and memory: understanding does not mean translating an input text into an output semantic form. but 
rather locating input information in an existing network of information. or memory. This theoretical decision is far 
from trivial: it implies that the link we were looking for between language and situation is replaced by a link 
between language and memory· that is between language and another semiotic system representing the situation. In 
the universe of "closed" symbolic computation that might describe current AI research. that mediation between 
situation and language through a semiotic system is necessary. 
MOPs are also representative of two other aspects of knowledge representation schemes in general: they 
highlight the incompleteness of knowledge bases both in content and structure. and the difficulty of capturing the 
implicit aspects of language. Trying to increase the size or structural complexity of knowledge bases is not. 
however. the only way to overcome these limitations. We argue. in the next subsection. that an integration of the 
treatment of semantic situation with pragmatic situation might bring some insight to this problem. 
4.3_ Memory and Communication: a Critique of Current Knowledge Representation Techniques 
Applied to NLP 
This subsection is a general critique of the use of current knowledge representation (KR) techniques applied to 
r-.rr.P. It argues that in developing current KR techniques. the communicative function of Natural Language has been 
often overlooked. and that certain difficulties met with approaches dealing with the semantic situation could be 
reduced. if the interpersonal dimension of language is granted an adequate treatment. Here again I begin with an 
analysis of the examples of MOPs. and try to generalize to knowledge representation techniques. 
-.t: • 
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4.3.1. MOPs and the Intra-personal Study of Language 
One can note about research using MOPs that it is based on a purely intra-personal study of language: the 
question addressed by the research reviewed in the previous section can be stated as: "what faculties - knowledge. 
memory. reasoning - must an individual have to understand language as a representation of the world." Although 
this exclusive perspective is legitimate to study memory, it hides certain aspects of the language/situation link in 
which we are interested. Indeed. a purely intra-personal theory cannot account directly for the fact that 
communication is possible through the use of language. 
If one tries to apply a theory using the property of distinction in a situation of communication. one must rust 
decide what will be the two terms of the contrasting operation presupposed. One term must be what a locutor wants 
to express. Deciding that the second term is the memory of the speaker alone - as is described by Schank's theory 
for example - can lead to serious difficulties: memory is acquired and Updated through personal experience. As a 
consequence. the structure of memory is highly idiosyncratic. But an utterance is directed towards a certain 
audience which mayor may not share the same memory. The need to be understood. which is inherent in the act of 
speaking. actually introduces a "third" element in our schema of distinction: what is known by the audience and 
what is not. As a consequence. one may try to say that the difference between what is said and not said relics on 
what is shared and not shared between the speaker and hiS/her audience. This is the first intrusion of an 
interpersonal theory. one which deals with the problem of assessing what is the supposed audience. the knowledge 
that is shared. and that is not. and how isolated individuals perceive these categories. I argue next that these factors 
also affect the way language is understood. 
4.3.2. Distinction and the Interpersonal Dimension of Language 
From a perspective that includes the interpersonal. the property of distinction alone is not sufficient to account 
for what is said and what remains implicit Conversations are usually highly redundant Conversations on the 
weather. or even descriptions of physical objects are not directly "efficient" in terms of information theory. On the 
other hand, certain utterances are too brief and concise to convey effectively what they are supposed to mean. 
Linguistic taboos exist which prevent the use of certain words. even if they could convey most effectively a given 
meaning. In certain conditions whole topics are proscribed from conversation. For example, [Tannen 84] gives 
numerous examples of circumlocutions people use in different situations to refer to the act of making love. Both 
cases illustrate that the principle of. distinction. if used alone to decide what to say. provides either too much or nOl 
enough material compared to real occurring utterances. Thus, the role the audience plays. that we have identified as 
a "third element" complementing the text and the memory within the language production process, actually 
modifies the whole form and substance of utterances: as we have seen in the previous section. the pragmatic 
situation can influence the structure of discourse as well as its surface manifestations. 
As a consequence. the conditions of producliofl of a discourse are at least part of its meaning. If we try to close 
the loop. and consider that all discourse has been produced with a certain view of its audience. then this process of 
tailoring must have an effect on the understanding of the discourse. Here is the second intrusion of an interpersonal 
theory within our model of text-understanding: the incoming text given as input to a system has already been 
mediated through a set of social rules. constraining what has been said and how it has been said. This kind of "bias" 
must be taken in account to describe the result of the understanding process. [Schank 82, p143] mentions that when 
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forming his/her memory. a person has to come up from physical to societal generalizations. He gives the following 
example: a terrorist attack can be considered as a violent attack (this is its "physical" characterization). or as an 
instance of a negotiated contract (this is one of its "societal" aspects). 
The important point is to capture what people directly perceive: Schank's theory seems to be that people first 
perceive the physical properties of the situation. and then "mediate" them through their memory to activate a 
physical memory structure, and that in a second stage, societal generalizations enable a more powerful localization 
and indexation within the memory. 
4.3.3. Links between Pragmatic and Semantic Situation 
If we now try to apply this theory to a computer program. given written texts, it is important to note that the 
input is produced with societal generalizations already activated. The input is already mediated by a social system. 
In the example of the domain studied by IPP, this social system prescribes how to present a terrorist attack and how 
to speak about it, and proscribes other perspectives on the event. Without the level of awareness provided by an 
analysis of the production conditions of an incoming text, a program will be somehow brittle. Unable to criticize its 
input, it will "ingest" it and update its memory in the same way, whether the text comes from the victim of the 
attack or from its perpetrator. 
A text is thus a representation of a situation mediated through two different semiotic systems, memory and the 
social system surrounding the author and reader of the text Both systems are intimately intermingled, but several 
facts indicate the relevance of the social level of mediation on linguistic data. The whole system of modals in 
English (use of would. must. might. could ... ), for example, is explained by [Halliday 78] in terms of social rules. 
The system of address in languages that include one (e.g. French, Japanese) is similarly driven by social 
considerations. Lexical choice is also heavily conditioned by phenomena of ephemeral trends or social pressure or 
by the context of a fast evolving micro-culture (the use of the word' 'paradigm" within the AI community is a good 
example of such effects). 
In summary, the study of the semantic situation has shown that the real situation itself is not accessible directly 
to a symbolic system, but has to be mediated by another semiotic system. In this framework, memory may appear to 
be a good way of doing this. Understanding text could be viewed as a process of putting relevant features of the 
represented situation in their appropriate place in memory, using methods derived for most of them from the 
principle of distinction. However. trying to extend this theory to account for a complete process of communication 
indicat.cs that the medium of memory alone may not be sufficient. and a theory of interpersonal relations has to be 
devised to account for multiple linguistic phenomena. 
4.4. Situation Semantics 
Among all the theories reviewed in this paper, Situation Semantics is the one occupying the most central place 
to our topic: it is being developed with the explicit concern of explaining the link between "situations and attitudes" 
and language. The theory is an ambitious attempt at defining "meaning" and was initiated in 1981 by Barwisc and 
Perry (e.g., [Barwise & Perry 83], [Linguistics and Philosophy 85]). Developing the idea that meaning is nOl 
completely conveyed by the expression, but also resides in the situations surrounding the usc of language, Barwisc 
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and Perry propose a semantic theory focusing on the external significance of language. Barwise and Perry have 
developed their theory with a constant interest in complexity and computational issues. it is therefore particularly 
relevant to AI. even if no implementation is yet available. 
Situation Semantics is a complex theory, addressing most of the hard problems encountered by more classical 
"logic" semantics. We will limit our presentation here to only some general considerations. 
Situation Semantics considers transmission of information as the main function of language. In this view. 
semantics is a theory used to classify events. Meaning is defined in this theory as a relation between situations. This 
"relation theory" of meaning is at the basis of a powerful mathematical formalism. The assumptions behind this 
theory are that people are attuned to similarities between situations. that they can recognize relationships between 
these uniformities, and that they can classify situations according to them. 
Classification according to similarities is a highly complex cognitive task. It is indeed very similar to the 
principle of "distinction" mentioned in the previous paragraph. Similarity and contrast are two dual notions: 
developing the concept of similarity leads to the inclusion of relations as objects of the theory. whereas developing 
the concept of contrast leads to the definition of the notion of .. opposition." 
Connections between situations can be of various kinds. A few examples demonstrate the generality of the 
"relation theory" of meaning: 
1. smoke meansfire: here the relation is "natural;" all situations involving smoke also involve a fire. 
2. kissing means touching: the relation is here more fine-grained and between two actions culturally 
defined. 
3. The ringing bell means class is over. the relation between the two events is here purely conventional. 
But the cognitive activity necessary to recognize such a relation is exactly the same as is necessary to 
recognize natural relations. This cognitive activity is the only common point between the three 
examples given. 
It should now be clear that the "relation theory" of meaning is far from being restricted to linguistic meaning. 
This means that Situation Semantics is part of a more general "semiotic" theory. but actually it also means lhat 
communication lhrough language is nothing special. There is no distinction of a special level of meaning attached to 
language by lhe virtue of linguistic particularities. Instead. Situation Semantics presents the meaning of a simple 
declarative sentence. for example. as a relation between the situation of utterance and lhe situation described by the 
sentence. The interpretation of a statement is then viewed as lhe set of all possible situations compatible with the 
description given (that is, the interpretation is the extension of the relation). Barwise and Perry insist on this point 
that they call "the priority of information:" information exists independently of the language that can convey it 
Therefore. there must exist a way of representing the world independent of language (this is an assumption generally 
accepted by all AI practitioners). 
Barwise and Perry describe a mathematical formalism to represent and describe situations. The mathematical 
object representing a situation is called an abstract situation in the theory. It also represents the cognitive ability to 
recognize certain similarities. Abstract Situations are built from space-time locations and situation-types. A 
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situation-type describes individuals having properties and standing in relation to each other at various spatio-
temporal locations. The particular individuals, properties and relations can all be recognized across different 
situation. Thus, for example, let us consider the two situations described in the following statements: 
Molly, the dog, barked yesterday in the garden 
Molly, the dog, barks in the kitchen 
The following formula can describe the relation between the two situations: 
in s: barks, Molly; yes. 
This formula defines a situation-type, s. It is constituted by a list of the specificic predicates characterizing this 
situation-type. Predicates are represented in the form <predicate>, <args>. They are followed by an indicator which 
can be either "yes" or "no." "Yes" indicates that the event represented by the predicate must be recognized in a 
siLUation for it to be an instance of s whereas "no" means that the predicate must be recognized as false. Thus, the 
situation-type s describes all the situations in which Molly the dog barks. Furthermore, this description is partial: it 
is silent on all the events not described in the formula. We can't know given the description s, if Molly is breathing 
or eating or anything else or where and when she was barking. 
In this purely relational framework, objects, attributes and relations between them are just tools [0 classify 
situations. An object is at most a uniformity across multiple situations. An event is a situation occurring at a given 
space-time location I. Event-types can furthermore be defined as classes of events all standing in relation to each 
other. Finally, systematic relations between event-types create a now of information. In order to extract this 
information, organisms have to be altuned to these systematic relations. Therefore, the semantic theory also provides 
a representation of these constraints between event-types, which are what ultimately creates "meaning." 
This general theory is applied to linguistic meaning by considering a basic" linguistic situation." A situation 
describing an individual telling something to someone else: 
Discourse Situation: at the location 1, 
speaking a: yes 
addressing a, b: yes 
saying a, a; yes; 
This situation defines four basic roles involved in all linguistic activities: the speaker (a), the addressee (b), the 
expression (a). and the discourse space-time location (1). 
The meaning of the expression a for declarative sentences is defmed as the systematic relation existing between 
the discourse situation DU(a) and the described situation e. This meaning is noted: DU[aJe ([a] is the name of the 
rdation and the situations DU and e stand in relation). Building on these premises, Barwise and Perry study several 
classical problems facing semantic theories, and propose. for example. an attractive treatment of reference, 
harmoniously unifying classical theories. 
Situation Semantics. though highly original. remains very close to a purely "logical" treatment of semantics 
(especially possible world semantics). Although the authors mention that they "dream" to develop their theory to a 
point "beyond" the speech-act/truth theoretic approaches to semantics, Situation Semantics in its current shape is 
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definitely on the truth-theoretic side of the debate. 
It is true however that this aspect is not due to the theory itself. Situation Semantics seems to only provide a 
very powerful tool to reason about meaning in the terms of the relational theory. Since it is so young and general, it 
does not demonstrate how to practically use this tool. It seems to have potential, but has not yet been fully explored. 
The logic language CIL proposed in [Mukai & Kurosawa 85] is an interesting approach in this direction: it allows 
use of Situation Semantics types of objects (complex indeterminates, situation types) in a Prolog-like environment 
As for the main concern of this paper, Situation Semantics provides at this date few insights on how the 
interpersonal dimension of language might be handled. But, the basis of the linguistic developments of the theory -
the definition of the discourse situation - explicitly defines a speaker and an addressee. This means that meaning in 
Situation Semantics has to be built using these "pragmatic" categories. This also means that the proposed 
framework includes the essentials tools to represent the conditions of production of linguistic expression. 
Describing pragmatic constraints, of course, remains to be done, and might have implications on the developments 
of the theory; but Situation Semantics is a theory that at least "leaves the door open" for this direction (see 
Winograd's critique [Winograd 85] and Barwise and Perry's answer in [Linguistics and Philosophy 85] on this 
point). 
4.5. Summary 
In this section, we have been interested in the link between the external world and language use. The main 
points mentioned are: 
• In order to understand or to produce a discourse, one needs to make inferences about the situation 
described. 
• NLP programs are based on a representation of an adequate portion of the external world. Structured 
knowledge representation techniques are most commonly used for that purpose. 
• The theory of Dynamic Memory is representative of several features of AI techniques: it uses the 
principle of distinction (inheritance) and highlights the incompleteness of memory both in content and 
in structure. It also puts a particular emphasis on the role of memory in language use. 
• Situation Semantics develops the "relation theory of meaning," which states that meaning is a relation 
between situations. This theory avoids problems associated with earlier semantic theories since it 
requires only minimal philosophical claims on the correspondence between objccts and relations in the 
world and their representations in language. 
These points are related to the problems Al faces when dealing with the external world: 
• Control of inference remains a very hard problem. Too many possible paths of inference exist for any 
piece of information. There is no general technique to decide which ones are worth being pursued and 
which ones should be abandoned. 
• Dealing with incomplete knowledge is still a problem. 
We also mentioned that the focus of AI researchers on knowledge representation as a metaphor for memory has 
caused them to overlook important pragmatic aspects of language. The relation between the world and language us~ 
is indeed doubly indirect Language use necessitates a mediation through memory and through a set of social 
conventions. Paying proper attcntion to these social conventions might hclp in dealing with problems NLP currently 
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faces, such as detennining what needs to be said in a text, and why a text contains certain infonnation and not other 
information. 
5. Pragmatic Aspects of the Interaction: Influence of the Situation of Utterance on 
Language Use 
The pragmatic situation could be considered the frame of the interpersonal aspect of communication. The 
underlying hypothesis justifying the study of the pragmatic situation is that language is symptomatic of the causes 
which originated its use. If language is not only the "expression of thought," other causes have to be investigated. 
In this section we survey the techniques and concepts used in AI to deal with the pragmatic situation. 
In the flrst part, we present the Speech Act (SA) theory, and research in AI derived from it. We present first 
Allen and Perrault's theory, using a planning technique, and the developments it has undergone. In the second 
section, we present the theory of implicatures, and AI programs applying some of its aspects. We then try to induce 
from this survey what needs to be represented in a model of pragmatic situation, and point out limitations of current 
approaches. 
5.1. The Planning Theory of Communication 
5.1.1. The Speech.Act Theory 
The main pragmatic approach used within the framework of Artiflcial Intelligence is the theory of Speech Acts 
(SA) [Austin 62, Searle 69]. At the basis of this theory is Austin's distinction of a special class of English verbs that 
he calls performatives. These verbs have the property that uttering them actually accomplishes the act they denote. 
For example, someone declaring to his friend (1) "[ promise you /,11 finish this work tomorrow" is actually 
promising by saying this sentence.6 The main conclusion reached through the study of these verbs is that an 
uuerance can be used to accomplish certain kinds of acts. 
Austin distinguishes three kinds of acts related to the act of utterance: 
• The locutionary act is the actof uttering (the physiological activity). 
• The iIIocutionary act is the act accomplished immediately by the uttering, like promising in (1). 
• The perlOCUJionary act is an act which is perfonned as an indirect effect of the utterance. For example, 
saying" this building is really well protected" can have as effect to reassure a worrying person. 
Searle extended these flrst insights by positing that any utterance has an illocutionary value - that the act of 
uttering always has an immediate effect similar to the one produced by performative verbs. Perfonning such an 
effect is a speech-act. 
SA theory builds on this principle: speaking is a process of performing SAs. Further, Searle has shown that th~ 
6Actually. deciding to which extent the cause of the perlonnative effect is the verb used itself or the syntactic fonn (1) "/ <yub> ;0 
<action>" is an impolant problem in the theory [Berrendoner 81. Benveniste 66J. 
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kind of act accomplished by speaking is very special. To perform a SA, a locutor has to let "the hearer recognize his 
intention to produce it, and intend to get the hearer to recognize this intention by virtue of the hearer's knowledge of 
the rules that govern the utterance of the sentence" [Searle 75]. Thus the SA is a kind of institutional act since it 
has to be recognized as the realization of a cultural, conventional way of performing a special class of acts'? 
One of the most important aspect of the SA theory is that it is constitutively interpersonal: it is based on the 
categories of audience (hearer), speaker's intention and effect on the audience. This feature distinguishes it from 
previous "semantic" theories, and places it in the framework of pragmatics. 
5.1.2. SAs in AI: Allen :md Perrault's Planning Theory 
Allen and Perrault were among the rust to develop an artificial intelligence program based on ~e SA theory 
[Allen & Perrault 80]. Their main contribution has been to integrate the notion of SA and a theory of planning. A 
theory of planning has been successfully used in Artificial Intelligence for a long time (e.g., STRIPS [Fikes and 
Nilsson 71]). The basic categories of the theory are the notion of state of the world, goal state and operators. A 
goal is a desired state of the world. States of the world are represented conceptually as sets of logical propositions. 
A rational agent manipulates a set of operators and is given the capacity to plan a sequence of operator applications 
that will lead the world from its initial state 10 the desired goal. An operator, finally, is the representation of an act; 
it is characterized by a set of preconditions which determine whether or not the operator can be applied in a given 
state of the world. and an effect, which is the encoding of the modification of the world caused by the application of 
the operator. Operators represent the legal transitions from state to state. 
The idea of Allen and Perrault has been to represent SAs in this framework. The main assumption underlying 
this move is that in an adequate representation of the world, SAs can be represented as operators, and can be used in 
plans to achieve goals (whether linguistic or not). It is importanl to note here that the theory relies on the description 
of the pragmatic situation as a set of propositions using the categories of knowledge, beliefs and wants. Once that 
representation is chosen (and accepted), it is possible to represent a SA as an operator whose effect is to modify the 
speaker's and hearer's beliefs, knowledge and wants and to build a theory of communication as a planning process 
of basic acts. 
Allen and Perrault's program is aimed to be a model of "helpful behavior and of its linguistic effects." Their 
model of cooperation relies on the following process: 
1. People, as rational agents, form and try to execute plans. 
2. This rationality gives them the ability 10 infer others' plans. 
3. When they detect an obstacle in other agents' plan, they try to help them. 
Figure 5-1 gives an overview of the formalism Allen and Perrault used in their program. The predicates WANT. 
BEUEVE and KNOW are particularly important. SAs are a local concept, applicable to the level of a single 
uttcrance. Allen and Perrault's Planning Theory considcrs the SA as the basic units of communication and provides 
70ne of Ihe problems of Ihe Iheory consiSll in describing Ihis class oi aClS doable as SAs. Several classifications exist. bul Ihere is no real 
agreemenl. The problem is fuMber complicaled by Ihe exislence of Indirect SAs ISearie 751. 
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Overview of the Allen & Perrault's Formalism 
1. Belief - Knowledge - Wants: 
Agents are determined by a set of propositions describing their beliefs, knowledge and wants. The 
notation used is the following: 
Agent A believes that P is true: AB(P) 
A believes that "P is true and S believes that P is true:" 
AB(P & SB(P)) 
A knows that P is true: A KNOW P <==> P & AB(P) 
A wants P to be true (A has a goal to achieve P): AW(P) 
2. Plan Representation, Construction and Inference 
A plan is a path of actions from an initial state of the world to a goal. Actions are parameterized 
procedures formed of Preconditions and Effects. Plan construction is viewed as a backward chaining 
from the goal to the initial state. 
Planning = set of planning rules + control strategy 
Plan inference: inferring the plan of an agent from original beliefs about others' goal Al'ID general 
knowledge of how plans are (rationally) constructed. 
Method: applying planning rules in reverse, reconstruct the plan from observed actions. Leads to a 
search through; ;panial inferred plans." 
Plan Inference = inference rules + control strategy 
3. Speech Acts Representation 
Speech Acts are represented as intentional acts. That is they have the following property: 
ACT(A) ==> AW(ACT(A)) 
(A does ACT only if A wants LO do AC1) 
SAs have as parameters: Speaker (S), Hearer (H) and Propositional content (P). Preconditions and 
Effects are expressed as conditions and modifications of H's and S's beliefs and wants. Their 
execution is the production of an utterance. 
INFORA/(speaker, hearer, prop) 
precondition: speaker KNOW prop 
effect: hearer KNOW prop 
body: hearer BEUEVE speaker WANT hearer KNOW prop 
Figure 5-1: Allen & Perrault's Model of SAs 
a mean of composing several SAs together to achieve a communicative function. The model introduces the 
important notion of Plan Inference: Understanding an utterance is actually discovering the intention which caused 
its production. Or in other terms, speech is symptomatic of the speaker's plan and intentions. 
5.1.3. De\'elopments of the Planning Theory of Communication 
This Planning Theory of Communication (PTC) has been developed in several directions by a number of 
researchers, but the basic framework remains roughly the same. 
[pollack 86] has shown the importance of distinguishing the speaker's and hearer's perspectives on the world 
in the process of Plan Inference: that is, each agent has his/her own representation of the world which is not 
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Distinction between Hearer's and Speaker's Beliefs in Plan Inference 
• In a question-answering system dealing with the Operating System domain: 
(1) I want to prevent Tom from reading my mail-file. How can 
I set the permissions on it to faculty-read only? 
It is important to detect that the speaker has already formulated a partial plan to solve his/her problem, 
and that this plan is based on incorrect assumptions on the domain. 
• (2) There is no way for you to set the permissions on a file to 
faculty-read only. But you can move it into a password 
protected subdirectory; that will prevent Tom from 
reading it. 
To be able to generate such a helpful answer, the system must understand the invalid beliefs of the 
speaker, even though it does not share them. 
• If it fails to understand these beliefs, it will simply be unable to make sense of the question as in: 
(3) I want to talk to Kathy, so I need to find out how to 
stand on my head. 
Figure 5-2: Distinction between Speaker's and Hearer's Beliefs in [Pollack 86] 
necessarily the same as his/her interlocutor, and similarly, each agent has his/her own set of operators and does not 
assume that the others participants have the same. This distinction allows a framework for studying a user's 
misconceptions in a domain, or invalid plans as illustrated in figure 5-2. 
The other axis of development has been concerned with the distinction between immediate goals and longer 
term intentions or plans. The difficult part of the plan inference is to recognize a plan when knowing only some of 
its parts. Allen and Perrault originally used a heuristic search through the different plans embodying a given act and 
developed several' . Partial Plans" concurrently. The main limitation of this approach is that it allows recognition of 
intentions in a single utterance but without providing any way to relate it to the ongoing conversation. 
[Sidner and Israel 81, Carberry 83, McKeown et at 85, Litman & Allen 84] all develop the basic PTC, and try 
to apply it to the problem of understanding or generating whole conversations as opposed to isolated utterances. The 
problem is that a single utterance can be viewed as a step to achieve several high-level goals pursued during the 
conversation. Therefore, several utterances in a sequence arc not independent, but can all participate to the 
realization of the same high. level intentions as the different steps of a plan. This observation leads to consideration 
of actions, goals and plans of different levels of abstractions. 
The solution generally involves the structuring of the set of available known plans in a hierarchy of goals - from 
the more general intention to the basic communication unit. The process of plan inference is then to gradually refine 
the current goal of the user by relating it to higher level plans. 
Several studies using the PTC have focused on the structure of the conversation. First approaches have 
assumed that in task oriented dialogues, the conversational structure follows the task structure; that is, the utterances 
are directly related to a step in the task, and therefore, the slIUcture of the conversation is similar to the plan 
followed to solve the taSk at hand ( [Litman & Allen 84, Grosz 77], sec section 3.2.4). This hypothesis is totally 
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dependent on the framework of the PTC. The isomorphism between the semantic situation and the structure of 
discourse becomes in the PTC a direct mapping between linguistic acts (SAs) and the tasks of the domain. Although 
this approach has proven to be useful so far, it must be emphasized that it is only a parLial account for the structure 
and cohesion of discourse. It is an explanation of the semantic coherence only in the task domain. IL is however clear 
that the linguistic cohesive devices mentioned in paragraph 3.2.1 or interpersonal considerations similar to Lhose 
described in 4.3 are also of primordial importance in accounting for the global coherence of a conversation. 
Therefore, any theory of discourse coherence has LO be open to all these dimensions and allow an extension towards 
a more extensive theory accounting for more of the functions of language. This does not seem LO be the case for the 
"isomorphism assumption." 
Altogether, the PTC is a recent field of research providing an interesting account for many of the 
"traditionally" difficult problems of computational linguistics. It helps in determining the focus of a sentence 
(given the intention of the speakers), is at the basis of a unified account of definite noun phrase usage in generation 
[Appelt 85]. It is commonly viewed as a working solution to the problem of Indirect Speech-acts, and can serve as 
the basis of ellipsis understanding [Carberry 83]. 
Another possible development of the PTC would be to integrate knowledge of short-Lerm plans and goals of 
agents into long-term user models (see [Rich 79, Paris 85]). Long-term characteristics of users can indeed help 
determining immediate (short-term) goals and intentions of users. For example, the level of expertise of a user 
allows one to predict what kind of operations s/he may want to perform with the system. The problem of long-term 
characteristics is that they are hard to recognize. II is not clear whether long-term user-models may be inferred from 
discourse using techniques similar to the ones used to infer immediate intentions of utterances. 
5.2. Grice's Theory of Meaning - Conversational Implicatures 
The motivation of the theory of conversational implicatures is to explain occurences where people understand 
more in an utterance that has been actually said. 
1. Can you close the door? 
2. Do YOIl have the time? 
3. What happened to the roast beef? 
4. The dog seems happy ... 
5.1 entered a house 
6. The flag is while 
7. Theflag is blue. white and red 
(1) is rarely understood as a question on the ability of a person, but more ofLCn as a request to close a door. (2) is 
almost always undcrstood as a request of information, not as a yes/no question. (4) answered to (3) can perfectly 
mean that perhaps the dog has eaten the roast beef. In (5), everyone would conclude that the house the locutor 
entered is not his/her house. If (6) is ullcrcd, then people generally don't agree thaL (7) is true, even though Lhere IS 
no logical contradicLion between (6) and (7). 
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[Grice 75] proposed to explain this apparent discrepancy between the "literal meaning" of a sentence and what 
is intended by a derivational process based on non-linguistic principles that he called maxims of conversation 
which form the co-operative principle. Before detailing what is meant by these terms, it is useful to first describe 
the theoretical framework in which they are defined. 
As we have seen, Situation Semantics does not differentiate in nature between intuitively different occurences 
of the term "meaning." The field of pragmatics in linguistics, in contrast, is concerned with distinctions such as 
those generally felt between the utterances of "smokes means fire" (a law of nature) and "John means it's ugly" 
(the expression of an opinion). A first step in this direction is marked by the definition of meaning-nn by Grice 
[Grice 57). Grice stated a distinction between natural meaning and non natural meaning (meaning-nn). 
[Levinson 83) gives the following definition of Grice's meaning-nn: 
S mean/-nn z by uttering U if and only if: 
(i) S intended U to cause some effect z in recipient H 
(ii) S intended (i) to be achieved simply by H recognizing that intention (i). 
As for all definitions based on the concept of "intentionality," this one causes some difficult philosophical 
problems, mainly related to the recursive nature of the concept of "intention."g But it also primarily determines the 
framework of all pragmatic investigation: human intentional communication. 
To explain how people can "mean-nn" more than "what they say," it is necessary to highlight the word 
"recognizing" in the definition. One can assume that people use a set of known - or natural - conventions to derive 
a new meaning from a "literal" one, in order to explain that people can "recognize" meaning other than what 
linguistic information alone conveys. 
[Grice 75) has hypothesized a set of such conventions that he presents as rational principles guiding the use of 
language in conversations. He presents them as four maxims following Kant's categories of Reason. These maxims 
implement what Grice calls the co-operative principle (see figure 5-3). 
The real power of these maxims comes from their versatility. They explain how' 'implicated" meaning can be 
derived; the assumption is that when people try to "make sense" of an ullerance they take into account the 
co-operative principle. Thus for example, an application of the maxim of Quantity explains why sentence (6) above 
seems to contradict (7): if the flag is not only white. then the locutor will say it to be "as informative as possible," 
since only "white" is mentioned, the flag must be completely white. Grice calls these kind of conclusions 
implicatures (as opposed to logical implications). 
Grice classifies the several kind of implicatures as shown in figure 5-4. He emphasizes that maxims are not 
always followed. When saying "war is war" a locutor is apparently violating the maxim of Quantity by providing 
no information at all. But. hearers still try to understand the ullerance as informative: the blatant violation of :.l 
maxim plays the role of a marker indicating that another meaning must be derived (here for example, that in 
exceptional circumstances such as war, certain horrible events do occur). Grice calls this operation "nouting of a 
Ban act is intentional only if it is done with the intention to be intentional. 
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• The Co-operaJive Principle: make your contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, 
by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged. 
• The Maxim 0/ Quality: try to make your contribution one that is true, specifically: 
1. do not say what you believe to be false 
2. do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence 
• The Maxim a/Quantity: 
l. Make your contribution as informative as is required for the current purposes of the exchange 
2. Do not make your contribution more informative than is required 
• The Maxim 0/ Relevance: make your contribution relevant 
• The Maxim a/Manner: be perspicuous, and specifically: 
l. avoid obscurity 
maxim." 
2. avoid ambiguity 
3. be brief 
4. be orderly 
Figure 5·3: The Principle of Co-operation in (Grice-67) 
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Figure 5-4: Different Types of Implicatures, in [Levinson 83) 
Grice further distinguishes between general and particular implicatures. For example, the implicature derived 
from (5) is independent of any context (it is general) whereas the implicature derived from (4) is only valid in the 
context of the question (3) (it is particular). 
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Finally, Grice defines convemional implicatures as implicatures associated with particular words or expressions, 
and not with non-linguistic principles. For example, according to Grice, the word "but" has the same truth 
conditional meaning as "and," but adds the implicature that there is some contrast between the two clauses it 
connects. 
The notion of implicature is one of the most powerful introduced by the study of pragmatics. It very clearly 
demonstrates the need to take imo accoum the pragmatic situation in the operation of meaning derivation, and 
provides a theory explaining the existence of implicit meaning in language use. 
Pragmatics is, however, extremely hard to formalize; the assumption that implicated meaning must be 
calculable is still an axiom, not a result of the theory: the interpretation of an implicated utterance requires the 
intervention of various and numerous sources of knowledge. Implicatures seem to be too high-level to be curremly 
implemented as specified by Grice. 
5.2.1. Lsing Implicatures in AI Systems 
There have been several attemplS to embody the theory of implicatures in AI systems. The Co-Op program 
[Kaplan 82] is a data-base query system able to generate' 'cooperative" answers to user queries. 
(8) How many students are taking the NLP class this semester? 
(9) O. 
(10) There is no NLP class this semester. 
In response to (8), answer (10), although indirect, is much more helpful to the user than answer (9) which is 
literally correct. To provide such a helpful behavior, Kaplan has studied one particular case of implicatures that are 
called presumption. The existence of presumptions explain why scmences like "John is here but I don't believe it" 
are pragmatically anomalous: the fact that a locutor uses the definite noun phrases "the 1'.'LP class this semester" in 
(8) .. implicates" that s/he believes that such a class is given. Kaplan called questions containing such presumptions 
"loaded questions." He defined the following strategy to deal with loaded questions: if the set presumed by the 
question is empty in the data base (no record can be found corresponding to ilS description), then the question may 
reveal a misconception of the user. The maxim of Quamity states that such misconceptions should be corrected in a 
cooperative answer. 
Imerestingly, existential presumptions can be detected by a purely linguistic analysis and don't require world 
knowledge. Other types of presumptions however necessitate some kind of domain knowledge - as in example 
(11)-(13). In these examples, the status of the implicated meaning of the question is more related to what is called 
presupposition in its more general fonn (e.g_, [Mays 80]). 
(11) List the undergraduates who taught this semester. 
(12) None. 
(13) Undergraduates cannot teach. 
To be able to gencraw the cooperative answer (13) to query (11), one needs to know the rules of universities. 
This reasoning is much harder than in the case of exist~nLial presumptions. 
[Hirschberg 83] proposed a treatment of another type of implicature related to the maxim of Quantity: scalar 
implicatures. Such implicatures are based on the concept of scale: .. A linguistic scale consists of a set of linguisll\; 
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alternates or contrastive expressions of the same grammatical category. which can be arranged in a linear order by 
degree of informativeness or semantic strength" [Levinson 83. p.133] (see figure below). This concept gives an 
operational aspect to the "information" term mentioned in the maxim of Quantity. 
Using Scalar [mplicatures 
(14) All the boys went to a party. 
(15) Most of the boys went to a party. 
(16) Some of the boys went to a party, in fact all. 
Ex. (14)-(16) are using the scale <all, most, many, some, few> 
Other scales are: 
<excellent, good> 
<must, should, may> 
<certain that P, probable that P, possible that P> 
<always, often, sometimes> 
<hot, warm> 
Figure 5·5: Using Scalar Implicatures 
Using an element of the scale which is not the highest degree compatible with whaL is described would be 
considered as an infraction of the maxim of Quantity (for example. saying (15) in place of (14) in figure 5-5). 
Hirshberg extends the definition of scale to different kind of semantic ordering: temporal scales. process/stages, 
prerequisite orderings ... Her approach allowed her 10 deal with yes/no questions and generate cooperative indirect 
answers. 
(17) Have you baked the cake? 
(18) I just put it in the oven. 
Based on the scale <mix: put in oven; bake> 
Using scales is a very attractive way to operationalize the most productive of Grice's four maxims. But some 
problems are attached to the definition of the concept of scale: whether the scalar organization of expressions is a 
property of the lexicon or a part of the information contained in the Knowledge Base. the linguistic markers 
indicating that a scale is active in a sentence, whether it is possible to organize all the different scales in a usable 
representation system, how the activation of relevant scales is achieved. t-.tany of these problems arc related to 
problems with scripts mentioned in section 4.2. 
5.3. What Must Be Integrated in a Representation of the Pragmatic Situation? 
The survey of pragmaticaUy motivated works demonstrates the tremendous importance of the caLcgorics at 
intention, belief, and mutual belief within the process itself of communication. It also highlights the relevance of 
the study of communication as a framework for NLP research. 
All the works surveyed in this section have in common their interest in the conditions of production of 
utterances: "who spoke, why and how" in addition to the classical "what was said" or "is it true" or "is it 
correct" approaches 10 language. 
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Finding answers to these questions necessitates representing the Pragmatic Situation. From what we have seen, 
some of the components of this representation are: 
• The Beliefs of the locutor [Allen & Perrault 80] 
• The Beliefs of all the participants [pollack 86] 
• The Intentions of all the participants. Intention being a difficult notion, it seems preferable to use the 
notions of Plans and Goals. 
• The MUlual Beliefs of the participants,9 [Particularly see [Appelt 85] for an effective use of the notion]. 
These are the main techniques currently used to represent the pragmatic situation in AI systems. But the 
underlying theories also show that many other parameters must be part of this representation as well. In addition to 
the general "conversational maxims" presented by Grice, it seems that several' 'norms" or guidelines constrain the 
conduct of conversation: Grice mentions that in addition to the conversational maxims, there exist other kinds of 
nonconversational maxims that are "aesthetic, social or moral in character." See [Sadock 78, Kerbrat-orecchioni 
86] for a critique of Grice's classification of implicatures. [Brown & Levinson 87] have demonstrated the 
importance of what they call politeness in communication. [Bourdieu 82], [Labov 70] hint on the importance of 
sociological influences on language use. A whole tradition of works on the structure of conversation has 
demonstrated the existence of social rituals [Goffman 67] that are followed by conversationalists, and highlighted 
the importance of a "micro-sociology" of the interaction. The list of pragmatically relevant processes lO having an 
influence on language use is large and each of these bring with it a set of variables that should be included in the 
representation of situation (see next section for a more detailed account of these point). 
This suggests that building a theory of situation representation is difficult: too many variables need to be 
defined and structured, and above all, the influence of these variables on language use is extremely varied and not 
easily specified. It seems therefore a good strategy to try to bypass, in some way, the difticulty of defining situation 
and to study rational processes of general explanatory scope as the basis of the communicative behavior of 
individuals. Such processes would be the rational mechanisms explaining how communication works and would be 
applied to a uniform. we)) determined set of simple variables (see [Cohen & Levesque 85] for an example of this 
approach). 
The Planning Theory deflnitely plays this role in curren[ AI research: it represents language use as a uniform set 
of acts and the pragmatic situation as a uniform set of beliefs and describes the link between them as a simple 
coherent process. 
But this methodological approach faces several serious problems. The technique of planning itself is not clearly 
defined. Notions of plan and realization arc not always correctly related. Winograd expresses some of these 
uncertainties: 
[Orthodox AI Planning] works reasonably well for some limited domains. but falls far short of being a general theory 
9" and B mutually believe that P if A believe thaI P and B believes thaI P. " bcltevcs th"t B believe that P and B believes that A believes thJtl' 
and so on. 
IOpragmalically relevant means, in this context, that such processes have 10 do with the 3UthOrs of Ullerances and their mOlivations. not ,,,,I~ 
with the ullerances 
1.1 • 
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of intelligent action. It does not work well in the small (how I operate my finger muscles, or where an amoeba 
slithers), or in the large (how I conduct my life or where my research is headed). Even in the cases of clearly explicit 
rational planning (e.g., planning a bank robbery), the relation between plan and execution is not easy to capture (what 
happens when the teller sneezes?). [Winograd & Flores 86] 
Actually, this critique presupposes that Planning is used as a psychologically plausible model of human 
behavior. And it correctly points out that it is not plausible at all as a complete cognitive theory. Several arguments 
suppon this claim: 
• It is not practical to represent everything as beliefs (this would generate huge sets). 
• Planning is a uniform mechanism: it does not account for cultural differences in communication 
behavior (cf [Brown & Levinson 87, p.9] for a discussion of the cross-cultural validity of a rational 
study of communication). 
• It does not account for language evolution (if language is rational, why should it change?) 
But, if Planning is not psychologically plausible as the total model, it may remain a valuable abstract 
formalism; After all, if one can find a powerful mechanism to account for the aggregation of lower level acts into 
patterns of behavior, then does it matter if it is plausible or not? Planning may be viewed as such a mechanism, 
working on representations of acts, and therefore distinct from any actual processes occurring in human behavior. 
If planning currently does not take into account influences from the linguistic context or social background of the 
speakers, then it is perfectly possible to integrate these influences into the preconditions and actions of a plan. 
This clarification unfortunately demands a reconsideration of the methodological shift avoiding the problem of 
situation: if planning is not plausible, it is certainly not an underlying (explanatory) mechanism actually playing a 
role in human communication; therefore, it cannot account for many aspects of human communication if only based 
on belief variables as it would require additional parameters. 
So the problem of defining situation comes at a later stage in this approach: the description of the linguistic acts 
(operators) available to the Planning mechanism must include heterogeneous pammeters provided by an analysis of 
situation. 
Furthermore, implementations of the SA theory based on planning tcnd to overlook the notions of legitimacy. 
commitment and felicity. These terms have been particularly developed in recent theoretical work on the SA 
theory (see [Habermas 79], [Winograd & Flores 86) for a presentation focusing on the notion of commitment). 
These notions derive from an analysis of what is actually achieved when a SA is performed, and what acts are 
doable using SAs. There is no single class of such acts, but rather, within a given social institution, a set of 
conventions (felicity conditions) rule who has the legitimacy to achieve certain acts using SAs, and what kind of 
commitments this action impose. For example, in a company, only the chairman has the legitimacy to declare a 
meeting open. Conventions particular to the company, moreover, rule who can speak next and what kind of 
problems one faces if one docs not follow these conventions (only such constraints can giv~ sense to the notion ot 
commitment). 
In contrast to such an analysis of the social context of interaclions. planning theory focuses on a singh.: 
hearer/speaker relation. viewed in an empty social background, free of any conventions and commitments. Such;.J 
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view, in addition, makes it difficult to relate the SA theory to the theory of implicalUres, since implicatures are also 
based on a set of conventions. 
It is therefore clear that planning is not a unifying theory (as claimed in [Cohen & Levesque 85]) and must be 
complemented by a thorough description of situation - conventions and . 'network of commitments" (cf [Winograd 
& Flores 86]) particular to only certain kind of interactions. In the next section, we review in more details work in 
linguistics and sociology that might help developing a global model of situation. 
5.4. Summary 
In this section, we have looked at the link between the interpersonal situation and language use. We have seen 
that research in AI applies the SA theory and U"ies to use the notion of implicatures. The main technique used is an 
extension of planning. Planning is commonly viewed at the basis of a theory of communication which is outlined in 
the research we have surveyed. 
It is unclear, however, whether a logic of communication can be developed using the categories of beliefs. goals 
and planning as exclusive tools that could account for the complexity of human communication if it does not 
consider communication as a form of social action embedded within larger social sU"uctures. 
6. The Notion of Situation from a Theoretical Point of View 
The notion of siLUation as we have used it so far comes from linguistics. Many of the techniques used in AI 
derive from linguistic work. It is therefore interesting to try to relocate the notion in the field of linguistics and 
analyze what aspccts of the linguistic study of situation could be usefully brought into AI. 
6.1. The Concept of Situation in Linguistics: Who Cares? 
An important precaution to take with a fuzzy notion, such as situation. is to determine what status, if any. has 
been relegated to it Indeed. linguistics. in its historical struggle to define its own autonomous object of study, has 
often rejected the study of situation into a horizon of utopian un-scientific preoccupations and non-operational 
considerations (cf [parret 74] for numerous examples of this approach). Many of the well known dichotomies used 
by linguists have as their only purpose, the rejection of situation out of the field of linguistics, e.g .. parolellangue 
(speech/language), competence/performance. 
But, as some linguists' interests moved from the description of language as a system to the study of language 
usc. the necessity of describing situation became clear. A theory of language use must explain how the same 
expression can give rise to an infinity of effects when used in different situations. We already mentioned the 
philosophical work which originated most of the theory of linguistic pragmatics: the specch-acts of Austin and 
Searle and the conversational principles of Grice both embody a theory of situation. 
Other trends in linguistics are also wonh mentioning: both ethnolinguistics and sociolinguistics propose 
interesting concepts for the study of situation. The aim of ethnolinguistics is to study communication within a given 
culture. The ficld was "officially" constituted in 1964 with the publication of [Hymes 64] and [Gumperz & Hymes 
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64]. Considering communication in different cultures allows a more acute perception of the importance of situation: 
if one has no idea on the meaning of a language, a sense of "what's happening" is essential to any form of 
understanding. 
Sociolinguistics develops the idea that even within the same culture. variation of the social situation has an 
intluence on language use. [Labov 72] and [Fishman 71] are representative works of this trend. Such studies 
evaluate. for example. the impact of socio-economic variables on certain aspects of linguistic usage. the 
particularities of the speech pattern of a certain social class. Sociolinguistics attempts to capture the determinations 
that social structure imposes on language usc. A sociolinguistic description of situation would be mainly composed 
of indications on the socia-professional status of locuLOrs, and would necessitate background knowledge of the 
organization of society. 
In contrast. [Goffman 64] has pointed out that interactions have a structure of their own and generate constraints 
on their participants often different from those induced by larger social structures. He has called these "micro" 
social structures and the constraints they generate interaction rituals. Ethnomethodologyll is th.: study of the 
constraints of rituals on language use - or in the terminology they use. the analysis of social implicit. 
Ethnomethodology puts the focus on the actor. It attempts LO elucidate how social actors use and are constrained 
by the social methods (or rituals) that are available in a given culture. In contrast to the "macro" perspective of 
socio-linguistics, it docs not study the source and origins of the social constraints. but how these constraints are 
practically used and translated in the behaviour of actors. An ethnomethodologist's description of situation would 
model a specific ritual and roles and constraints determined by the ritual. Marking works in that framework are 
presented in [Garfinkel 68]. [Sacks. Schegloff & Jefferson 78. Atkinson & Heritage 84] on analysis of conversation 
are also related. 
It is. however, necessary to organize the very large number of different rituals existing in a given society into a 
consistent framework. [Fishman 72] defines the notion of domain as a tool describing the organization of multiplc 
"rituals" within society. This notion allows a fruitful articulation of the sociolinguistic and ethnomcthodologist 
approaches. Figure 6-1 gives an idea of thc role domains could play in a representation of social situation. 
6.2. The Role of Situation in Theories 
The role that different linguistic trends allot to situation dcpends on many theoretical decisions. Thc way 
situation is defined and used in different theories obviously depends on what role it is assumed LO play. I therefore 
quickly survey. among the different linguistic theorics, the most significant perspectives on that role. 
For the Chomskian linguistics. situation is an "unfortunatc" filter that alters the process of an ideal transpar.:nt 
communication. Situation is mainly a source of noise interfering with pure linguistic data [Chomsky 74]. In 
contrast. Halliday's theory tries to find in language ule marks of its social function: that is. a description of language 
lIThe word comes from [GJrfinkcl 6S I. 'lhe wurd methodulogy here docs nol refer 10 the scienllfic melhod used by lhis group ui sociologhh 
It describes the ubject of the SluJy: the methods used by soci~l ~ctors in lhcir socl"lltfc. 
DOMAIN 
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dominated by common 
rules of behavior 
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intersection of 
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(Opcn or closed) set 
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ROLE 
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set of culturally 
defined mutual 
rights and duties 
Il':TERACTION TYPE 
(personal or transactional) 
LANGUAGE 
language manifestation and specch acts 
Figure 6·1: Linguistic Determinism according to lFishman 72) 
is a description of how it can be used in certain situations [Halliday nJ. Here, the notion of situation is prevalent at 
all levels. 
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Often the resort to situation in language use is mainly viewed as a convenient device that allows a more 
economical expression (cf [Prieto 66] for example). Saying "this" instead of describing an object within the field 
of vision is a major economy in many cases. This approach is supported by many psychological results showing the 
difficulty with communicating in the absence of a common visual reference. But [Benveniste 66) has criticized this 
theory in an important text proposing an interesting theory of pronoun use: using .. r' and' 'you" instead of names 
is not a simple economy but has consequences on the behavior of locutors implied in a conversation. By using 
"you," I recognize that the other locutor is a member of my "discourse universe," and I grant him/her the right to 
become an "I." As a consequence, the speech acts realized by using pronouns are not realized when using the 
corresponding names ("I order you to come" vs. "John orders Peter to come.") Therefore, resorting to situation in 
a discourse often means more than just saving on the cost of expression. These ideas have been developed by 
[Anscombre & Ducrot 83) who propose a theory centered around the notion of act of utterance. 
[Ducrot 72] proposes an original approach: he distinguishes between two components in a theory of semantics. 
Here, the linguistic component creates a series of semantic instructions that are given to the second component 
(rhetorical component), which in tum instantiates and executes these instructions in a given situation to produce 
the meaning of an expression. The originality of this scheme is that no meaning and no structure is manipUlated by 
the linguistic component: only abstract and general "instructions" that indicate how to build the meaning of an 
expression in a gi ven situation.12 
Finally, it is important to add a word about the direction of influence between situation and language usc. Most 
of the theories mentioned in this section view situation as a constraining agent, determining certain aspect of 
language use. In contrast, the theory of speech acts has fIrst indicated how language use could change and affect 
situation. This mutual influence is quite hard to account for. It seems that the link between situation and language 
use is best viewed as a dialectic relation as proposed by [Bang & Door 79). This consideration could have 
important consequences on both the representation of situation and of speech acts. 
6.3. Situation in Theories: Definitions 
When it comes to describing situation and its structure, unfortunately, linguistic theories arc not very precise. 
Among the definitions proposed, some arc global and high· level, and therefore, most often non·operational. Olhers 
arc a long and detailed list of potentially relevant features, but remain often rather imprecise. 
Examples of the fIrst tendency include [Bloomfield 33], [Prieto 66) and [Goffman (4). Bloomfield's definition 
of situation is "whatever is in the world of the locutor. including his internal dispositions when he emits his 
message." Prieto similarly defines situation as the collection of "all the facts known by the locutors" [Prieto 66). 
Goffman's definition of social situation is more restricted and functional, but still hardly useful from an Al 
perspective: "an environment of mutual monitoring possibilities" [Goffman 64 J. 
Lyon's definition is an example of the second tendency. It distinguishes three clements within situation: a 
12The notion of semantic instruction is best viewed as the linguistic combte (and e~tcnsion) of thc cthnomcthodologist nOlion of "pr3gm"t .. 
instructions" proposed by [Cicourel 7.11. 
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spatio-temporal location, a global discursive context (immediate and past discourse). and a discourse universe 
composed of the beliefs and conventions of locutors directly relevant to the situation. Of course, the problem resides 
in the imprecision of this universe, and of the kind of relevance that is necessary to define it (Lyons 68]. 
Ethnolinguists, in contrast, when studying communication have defined situation in a more concrete manner. 










This model was intended to provide a "grid" of analysis of communicative events. Some of the dimensions 
proposed are not independent. but this model is one of the richest available. and has proven to be useful in empirical 
research. 
An example of such analysis is provided in [Bachmann et al 811. The interaction described is a family lunch in 
a middle-class family. The selling is described as the living-room of the family home. The date is precised - a day in 
July. Under participants. we find a description of all the present family members. Their relation within the family is 
precised. Psychological and sociocultural features are given for each of the participants. For the ends of the 
interaction. Hymes distinguishes between the intentions of each of the participants and the results of the interaction. 
Here. the ends of the activity is to have something to eat. and at a more implicit level. to maintain family ties. The 
description of aCls is more fuzzy. It includes a list of the themes mentioned during the conversation. and the style 
under which they have been approached. For each of the acts. the key indicates the modality used for the 
communicative function described: an advice is given. whispered or shouted. or presented as a joke. a child cries. 
The inslrwnenlalilies feature describes the different media of communication and for each of them. the code used: 
language. para-linguistic. proxemic ... The codes of importance are those playing a role in the interaction: for 
example. the clothing may be of importance in a social gathering. The norms relevant for the analysis are of two 
kinds: norms of interaction and norms of interpretation. Norms of interaction constrain the way a conversation 
flows. who can speak first. how interruptions can be handled. the role of silence. etc. The norms of interpretation 
form a background of presuppositions. and help in expliciting the meaning of messages: for example. when the 
grand-father announces that his friend had eight children. it is understood as a compliment. in view of the grand-
father's known positions on large families. Finally. the key is a categorization of the interaction in a network of 
known cultural activities: is it a story-telling. a commercial transaction. a business meeting. etc. 
The problem. from a more strictly linguistic perspccti\e. is that situation is relevant only to the extent that it c;.In 
intluencc language use. But since language is always "about" something. there seems to be no limit to this effect of 
influence. A solution to the problem of the ever extending scope of situation is proposed by Halliday with hl~ 
definition of registers. Halliday's approach is greatly influenced by Hymes' model and forms in a W3Y llS 
"linguistic application" with some modifications. Considering situational factors as determinant of a text. Halliday 
defines tlle categories of field, tenor, and mode which are supposed to "represent the situation in its generative 
aspects:" 
Field refers 10 the ongoing activity and the panicular purposes th31 the use of language is serving within the contexl 
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of that activity; tenor refers to the interrelations among the participants (status and role relationships); and mode covers 
roughly Hymes' channel, key and genre. [Halliday 78, p.621. 
These definitions may seem still vague, but Halliday takes a resolutely text-oriented approach: each of these 
factors is relevant to language use because it directly affects one of its aspects: the three components of situation 
correspond to the three components of Halliday's system; that is, to the system of choices that produce well formed 
and appropriate discourse. 
By and large, it is the ideational component of the system that is activated by the choice of field, the interpersonal by 
the tenor, and the textual by the mode. [Halliday 78, p.631. 
This approach is particularly attractive in that it clearly represents the link between situation and language 
(viewed as a system). From an AI perspective, it seems best filled to a generation system (sec [Mallh,iessen 85] for 
an application to the Nigel System of some of these ideas). 
6.4. The Distinction Between Semantic and Interactive Analysis 
I want to stress the richness of the ethnolinguistic tradition and of the concepts it brings to the analysis of 
communication. Hymes' SPEAKING model, the notions he introduced of a functional analysis of communication, 
and the related linguistic theories indicate that an analysis of a communication event cannot remain at a traditional 
semantic level but needs to be extended to an interactive analysis. 
An interaction must be represented as an activity located within larger domains in the sense defined by 
[Fishman 72]. It is therefore above all a cultural event governed by cultural norms or rituals in Go[fman's sense. 
Furthermore. it is performed by participants assuming various roles, and standing together in various interpersonal 
relationships. The interaction has a certain purpose. and when achieving this purpose, language can assume certain 
conventional functions, and therefore certain aspects of its use are determined. Finally, a communication act is 
"about something." Only this "aboutness" is accounted for by a traditional semantic analysis. An interactive 
analysis needs to account for the whole communicative event. 
The mastery of all the constraints and determinations existing in an interaction has been called communicath'e 
competence by Hymes and Gumperz. and, from another perspective by [Habermas 70]. Since NLP has as an aim to 
model the communicative competence of individuals within eertain restricted domains, research must deal with 
some of the issues addressed by the theories briefly mentioned in this section. 
7. Towards a Model of a Coherent Interaction 
The tcchniques we have surveyed in this paper give an NLP system the ability to behave in a situation-sensitive 
way. Such teChniques are all parts of a global model of what would be a coherent interaction between a program and 
its user(s). Studying situation allows one to account for a number of linguistic phenomena. I believe it could also 
lead to a beller functional definition of the role of an l\'LP system in human/computer communication (sec 
[Winograd & Flores 86, Suchman 87] for insightful reflections on this point). 
In this paper, we have distinguished between three perspectives on situation: linguistic. semantic and pragmatic. 
We have also stressed the difficulty with studying the interaction between the three types of situation presented. It is 
important to remember that the textual, semantic and pragmatic situations are not three different objects, but only 
three different aspects of the same problem. They all contribute to the global coherence of an interaction. For each 
of these aspects, we have looked at the techniques used in Alto deal with the information it can bring, and described 
what linguistic phenomena can be accounted for by a study of situation. Figure 7-1 summarizes this survey. 
The study of textual situation accounts for both global (text organization) and local (anaphora, lexical choice. 
syntactic form) a~pects of discourse coherence. The techniques used in AI are mainly based on the use of focus and 
of rhetorical schemas. We have seen that for both techniques problems arise if one tries to use them alone, without 
paying attention to semantic and pragmatic issues. 
Similarly, the study of semantic situation accounts for the "content" of discourse. We have looked at some Al 
techniques of knowledge representation, based on the principle of distinction, and at Situation Semantics, based on 
the relation theory of meaning. We have pointed out that, here again, problems arise if one uies to account for 
content using only infonnation from the semantic situation. Indeed, language being used within a social matrix, and 
serving interpersonal goals, one must take into account these social aspects to properly understand or produce 
language. 
Finally, a recent trend in AI focuses on the study of the pragmatic situation. r\ew techniques, based on the 
speech-act theory or on the implicature theory, account for a number of linguistic phenomena. AI techniques 
implementing the speech-act theory generally use the concept of planning, viewing speech acts as operators that 
speaker and hearer use to achieve their goals. This approach suffers serious limitations: it views the speuker/hcarer 
in an idealized vacuous social situation, and therefore overlooks the notions of legitimacy, commiunent and felicity. 
which are, in contrast, the primary concern of recent developments of the speech-act theory. We have argued that a 
more careful study of the global social situation could accord a proper treaunent to the notions of legitimacy, 
commiunent and felicity, and eventually reconcile the use of speech-act with the use of implicatures. 
The development of a global model of a coherent interaction is definitely out of reach for still some time. But 
several pieces of such a model already exist or are currently being developed. A study of the ideas developed by 
sociolinguists such as Fishman or cthnoiinguists like Hymes could hclp in the devclopment of such a global model, 
and in the articulation of the cxisting trends. Mcrging different sources of information indeed becomes more and 
marc necessary as the phenomcna studied become more complex. We have tried to indicate that taking into account 
thc pragmatic situation could hclp in dealing with phenomena thought to be purcly linguistic or semantic, e.g .. text 
organization or recovery of implicit information. A global model developed on the lines suggested by Fishman (cf 
scction 6) or cxpanding Hymes' SPEAKL~G model would be useful in this attempt to organize diffcrent types of 
information and tcchniques. 
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